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April 29, 1976 
tRESIDENT PRO·TEM: Senator William Cason, 
. Ji're:sldent Pro·tem of the Ml880ari Senate, spoke to 
on the MarIIlac project last Friday. He 
stated that lobbying may farther the UMSL cause. 
See related story ~e six. [Photo by' Jeane Vogel] 
J • 
W omen's Center to see year's end 
w ith no final decision made 
The UMSL Women's Center 
Benton Hall will see this 
tenleSler end with its future still 
doubt. Sometine il] May the 
enate Fiscal Resources and 
Range Planning Committee 
vote and forward its recom-
ndation on the center to 
ncellor Arl10ld Grobman. 
Grobman will then 
the final decision on the 
which has been the 
ect of great concern by the 
of UMSL. 
Even before the current sem-
began, Lucy Layne, the 
coordinator of the Women's 
Center, resigned Jan. 9 for 
personal reasons. Her superior, 
Vice Chancellor for Community 
Affairs · Everett Walters, termed 
the news '·'a big surprise. There 
was no indication of her coming 
resignation." In Walters' letter 
that accepfed her resignation he 
stated. "During your tenure as 
coordinator you did much to 
assist others in helping them-
selves and in directing others to 
find help from experts. This is 
no easy task and you are to be 
congratulated in what you did," 
Walters had previously ap-
pointed Irene Cortinovis, the 
Director of Archives and Manu-
scripts, to chair a committee that 
would formulate guidelines for 
improving the operations of the 
Women's Center and clarify the 
role of the coordinator. The Ad 
Hoc Committee for the Women's 
Center met weekly for over two 
months this semester, and by 
late March they presented their 
list of recommendations to Vice 
Chancellor Walters. 
The consensus of the Ad Hoc 
Committee was to support the 
hiring of a full time coordinator 
at a salary fo $10,000 and the 
allocation of approximately 
$2,000 for support services. 
Walters approved the commit-
tee's recommendation in total 
and passed them to the Senate 
Fiscal Resources and Long 
Range Planning Committee. 
Meanwhile, the center has 
been open four hours each day. 
A work stud¥ student answers 
the telephone, helps students 
find source materials and refers 
callers to other organiazations as 
needed. 
On March 8, International 
Women's Day, the center was 
the scene of a reception for 
Florence Luscomb, a famous 
veteran suffragette who was on 
campus for a lecture in Lucas 
Hall. The Feminist Alliance and 
other women's groups have held 
regular meetings in the center 
throughout the semester. 
The Senate Committee met 
April 23 and divided the Wo-
men's Center issue into two 
parts, that of concept and fund-
ing. The concept or principle of 
the center was unanimously en-
dorsed by the white male ,com-
mittee members as important 
and relevant to the women of 
[continued on page 6] 
, ·Current wins ?Jest paper' award 
UMSL Current took top 
last week at the Missouri 
Newspaper Association's 
awards banquet in Col-
The Current was judged best 
Ilewspaper in the Class A divi-
;ion for the second consecutive 
{ear. The division consists 0 
'ive Missouri Colleges with en-
rollme nts of 6,000 or more 
, tudents . The staff also won 
" sweepstakes" certificates for 
accumulating the most points for 
individual entries in the Class A 
division, and among the four 
divisions in overall competition. 
Paul Fey, editor of the Cur-
rent, said he attributed the 
success of the paper to " a lot of 
hard work from a lot of hard-
working people." 
Members of the Currellt staff 
receiving awards for individual 
entries , listed by category, are: 
News - Paul Fey , honorable 
Wolf named new editor 
Tom Wolf has been named 
of the Current for the 
school year, the Senate 
Committe has an-
Wolf, a junior and an 
major, was selected 
from a group of five applicants. 
Wolf has attended UMSL for 
three years, working for the 
Current for the entire period, 
and also serving on Central 
Council one year. 
Having written editorials, 
news and sports stories for the 
Current in the past, Wolf has 
served as sports editor, adverti-
sing .technician, managing editor 
and business manager for the 
newspaper. He presently serves 
as copy editor'. 
mention. Features/ Human 
Interest . - Paul Fey, third place 
tie; Kathy O'Brien, honorable 
mention; and Tom Taschinger, 
honorable mention. 
In-Dppth Stories - Mark Hen-
derson, first place; Mike Biondi, 
third place. Editorials - Mark 
Henderson, second place. Criti-
cal Reviews - Mark Henderson, 
first place; Paul Fey, second 
place. Sports Stories - Tom 
Klein , honorable mention. Car-
toon / Ar t - Bill Wilson, first 
place and honorable mention; 
Gary Hoffman, third place and 
honorable mention. Advertising -
Bill McMullan, second place. 
Other colleges entered in the 
Class A division were the Univ-
ersity of Missouri-Kansas City, 
and . Southeast, Southwest, and 
Central Missouri state univer-
sities. 
The CUrrent will receive an 
engraved plaque for its division 
award. 
Issue No. 253 
New .management 
I ,,~"''''' !'' 1 ! I I 
fo, bookstofe: 
I' 
Langston"named " 
Windy WatJdns 
Kenneth Langston has been 
named manager of the bookstore 
effective May 5. Langston was 
chosen from among 
approximately fifty applicants by 
vice-chancellor for administrative 
services, John Perry. 
Langston is currently the 
bookstore manager at Florissant 
Valley Community College, and 
is completing degree require-
ments for a B.A. in Business 
Administration at UMSL. 
Langston says that he views 
the bookstore as a service for 
students. "Although I'm not in 
the position at UMSL yet, my 
~neral feelings are that a 
bookstore should be service 
oriented toward students. It is 
not a commercial enterprise. but 
it should attempt to stock some 
merchandise of interest to stu-
dents, as weli as text books." he 
said. 
"Of course, I've been on both 
sides of the fence; as a student 
and as a manager, so I think I 
can appreciate both perspec-
tives. " he continued. 
In 1965 Langston was a man-
agement trainee for the Missouri 
College Store at University of 
Missouri-Columbia and was 
bookstore manager for Lincoln 
University in 1966. He has been 
in his current position at Floris-
sant Valley for 5 112 years. 
Although the selection was 
made by Perry, the prospective 
candidates were also interviewed 
by Bill Moody, manager of 
mance, Dave PhiJlippee assis-
tant vice-chancellor for adminis-
trative services, Bill Edwards , 
'director of University Center 
and Paul Czervinske. personnel 
officer. 
Perry who is on vacation was 
unavailable for comment, but 
Assistant vice-chancellor 
- Phillippe stated that Langston 
seemed highly qualified for the 
position. "He certainly has the 
experience and practical know-
ledge, he seems to be the best 
man for the job. " 
Langston fills the vacancy 
created by ~he resignation of 
bookstore manager Dennis KIa-
iura last November. 
~K'f MUSEUM: At the top of Art HIll slta a laadmuk of c .... lcaJ 
lU'C~tecture remaining from the 1904 World 's Fair. A story on park 
Il"Chitecture appean on page 19. [photo by Jeane Vogel] 
-
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Service 
awards 
announced 
The following students have 
been selected by a committee 
made up of Student Affairs staff 
to receive awards for outstand-
ing service to the UMSL com-
munity or to a recognized stu-
dent organization. The annual 
Student Affairs Award reception 
will be held May 5, 1976 from 2 
to 5 pm in Room 222 J .C. 
Penney. 
Robert Betker, Mike Biondi, 
Donna Borgmeyer, Barbara 
Bufe, Cassandra Butler, Carolyn 
£arter, Terry Cavin, Paul Cavin, 
Paul Civili, Dan Crone, Debra 
Cunningham, Jeanette Davis, 
Dan Fetsch, Paul Fey, Kenneth 
Ealy, Judy Galucia, and Mary 
Hart. 
Mike Hendel, Jim Hickman, 
Randy Klock, Cathy Lieurance , 
Bill McMullan, Todd Moehlmann 
Karen Novak, Lynn O'Shaugh-
nessy, Bob Richardson, Ron 
Schroeder, Jim Shanahan, Harry 
Steen, Scott Stubblefield, Byron 
E. Thornton, Susan Walsh, Curt 
Watts, Lynda Workman, Lucy 
Zapf. 
Patti Abernathy, Marie Casey., 
Steve Cottin , Mark Galucia, 
Jeanne Grossman, Anthony 
Harris, Mark Henderson, Jenni-
fer Intagliata, James Kistner, 
Richard Lindner, Mike Upte-
grove, and Steve Wall . 
STUDY TIME'S HAIlD TO FIND: Aa flaaIa apprueb one ltuclent 
atanda aIoDe surrounded by the knowledge of mao with wishes ' of 
freedom near In thought. [Photo b!.J~e Vogel] 
Pro posals on budget passed 
Karen RoblnsoD 
The Student Affairs Commit-
tee, chaired by Curt Watts, met 
last Friday to discuss and vote 
on a set of motions proposed by 
Paddy Quick, and one proposed 
by another faculty member. 
The first set of motions, pro-
posed by Quick, concerned rec-
ommended changes in budgeting 
procedures . The following . are 
the proposals themselves and 
explanations of each: 
" That in all future UMSL 
documents, the $10.00 portion of 
t~e Union-Activity Fee which is 
currently described as 'Bond 
,etirement University Center' , 
oe described instead as 'Uni-
versity Center - Bond Retire-
l'lent and Operating Expen-
ses ' . " 
This motion, which passed 
7-0, would clarify that money is 
lot just going to payoff the U. 
Center, but it is paying for the 
ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE MAJORS 
LET US HELP YOU TO 
BECOME A CPA 
~~~~~~ 
CPA 
REVIEW 
S1'. LOUIS 314 421-6250 
KAN SAS CITY 816 561 -677G 
COURSES BEGIN MAY 26 & NOV. 24 
OUR SUCCESSfUL STUOENTS REPRt SENT 
1/3 OF USA 
: operating expenses also. 
2) • 'That an appropriate com-
mittee of students be appointed 
~y Central Council with the task 
of making recommendations to 
the UMSL Chancellor to be for-
warded to the Board of Curators 
concerning future use of the 
. funds contained in the Auxiliary 
Entemrise System reserve ac-
count known as ., Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund (Unre-
stricted-Board Designated por-
tion.)" 
This motion was passed 7-0 
also. Watts said this would 
increase student input in decid-
ing how money should be used 
in the reserve account 
whether it should be used to 
collect interest in the bank or 
whether it should be used to 
expand the U. Center. 
3) "That the portion of the 
Union Activity Fee currently de-
scribed as 'Intercollegiate and 
Intramural Athletic Programs' 
be <livided into two separate 
portions. one of which be known 
as 'Intercollegiate Athletic Pro-
grams', and the other as 'In-
tramural Athletic Programs' and 
so designated in all future 
UMSL documents." 
This motion, which was tabled 
5-0-2, would have made it more 
clear how much money \Vent into 
the intercollegiate and athletic 
programs. 
A faculty member proposed 
another motion: "That the pro-
posed allotment of the Union-
Activity Fee for all programs 
other than those fees legally re-
quired for bond retirement be 
reviewed and controlled by the 
Student Affairs Budget Commit-
tee." 
This motion passed with a 
vote of 6-0. This committee will 
now control and review the 
amount of money given to pro-
grams from the student activities 
fee. 
SPRING SPECIALS' 
featuring 
america's leading name brands of 
casual wear for men and women 
NOTED MAKER FAMOUS BRAND 
MISSES SLACKS PRE-WASHED JEANS 
AlIlho Spr ing ..... " Colon 
I_ching blou_1 
Reg . S13 10 S17 
SPECIAL! SAVE 
Now 4 80 to 1280 25-50% Off suggelt.d aetail Price 
LEADING BRAND 
PRE-WASHED DENIM JACKETS 
Regular 
S23-S35 
mens and womens 
SALE PRICE 
1280 
everyday aavlngs 25·50% off sugge.ted ret .. prices I 
2619 big bend 
maplewood 
All merchond ise is of special purchas. from 
leading apparel mfg • . No nome, will b. 
od •• ,ti •• d . So we inyite your eorly inspection 
of the,. lobels and the volue. offered . 
branded apparel outtet 
BUSINESS HOURS: 
~ blk. norttI of mancheSter 
MON .. TUES •• THURS .• SAT. 
11 A.M. TIL 6 P.M. 
781'4020 
FRI. 11 A.M. TIL 9 P.M. 
CLOSED SUN. AND WED. 
Fee investigat ion 
has almost ended 
Karen RobInson 
This yea(s investigations into 
the allocation of student activi-
ties fees have almost ended for 
the ad hoc co~mittee chaired by 
Todd Moehlmann of the Central 
Council. 
Moehlmann discussed various 
changes he would like to see 
implemented in UMSL proce-
dures concerning the future use 
of activities fees. 
He said, however, that he 
could only give his own opin-
ions, as his committee had not 
yet met to discuss these points. 
First, he stated, " I'd like to 
see this committee become a 
standing committee ~ a 'watch-
dog' over the student activities 
budget because the more stu-
dent involvement on any campus 
is good. It's all student money 
(in this budget) and I see no 
rea$on they (students) shouldn't 
have control over it with the 
of the administration. 
Second , Moehlmann sai 
UMSL needs more student inpu 
into student activities. "I ju 
think students are too apatheti 
- they don' t give a damn, " 
said. 
Moehlmann also indicated tha 
he feels that the procedure wit 
which the budget for studen 
activities is allocated is to 
" helter skelter, first come firs 
serve. " He said there should b 
a list of procedures for thi 
budgeting with a carrying ove 
of priorities such as budgetin 
the Central Council and th 
Current. 
Moehlmann said he'd like to 
see that any unused budgeted 
money at the end of the year 
goes into student activities lor· 
the next year instead of gOi~l 
into the Chancellor's Fund, ' 
reserve fund under the control 0 
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobm 
which either simply collects in 
terest in the bank or is used for 
special projects on the UMSL' 
campus. 
SWIMMING 
CAMPING 
FISHING ~~ . - .~ .. . - ., .,.. ... ....""':.:~ .;;.:-&" . ..- . - _. ~ -
Ozark Hills Canoe Rental 
CANOE FLOAT TRIPS ARRANGED 
O N THE CURRENT RIVER -
Grumman Canoes 
CLINTON JADWIN 
Jadwin , Mo, 65501 
Sorry No Pa~ses 
"The 111m is not only a feminisl slanted 
romance wil~ • touch of the Ihrilier about 
iI. It. I. also .. comedy 01 manners. Cle".r, 
wlltV dialogue ... elaborate visual slyt'X 
wlth-glamorOOa and elegan\ setlinga:"t '" 
-Joy Gould Boyum, Tile Wall SIreel JolJr~! t, 
':~;". ~~ '~~.~ . -, 
.. ,.. celebration_ 4:ljeal. A very plea .. "t . 
.x~ri.~ for a~'liea," audlttnce 
it is about -ttl",". tOlll.~ sex. 
Ufe and c.ornmlt.nentll. Snark IIn.1>' D<IU1IJm" 
anc" in' a 11101')' tba.t ",oves with del'fbe,rat 
charm, 'thel'! suddenly ~o$ses you in(O 
br.athles.lnlerlude." 
-Ft'Tf~ 'f' t lof'. ltmg ~~(and Pr9.ss 
~:. ~y 
~J," 
Telephone : 
314-729-"340 
GLENDA JACKSON MICHAEL CAINE 
'I'he Romantic 
Endll$hwomBn (!!] 
BRENTWOOD 
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University Bookstore Summer School Bu.y Back Listing 
The university Bookstore will 
start buying books for the Sum· 
mer and Fall 76 semesters on 
May 6th , 1976. For your added 
convenience a Professional Book 
Buyer will be available at the 
University Bookstore on May 6, 
7, 10 and 11 between the hours 
of 9 am to 8 pm Thursday, 
Monday and Tuesday and 9 am 
to 4 pm on Friday to make 
offers on your academic text 
books. 
books, appointments may be set 
up where the buyer will review 
the books in your office. 
Faculty members are also 
invited, on the above listed 
dates. to leave their books at the 
Bookstore and the buyer will 
review them as time a\1ows. For 
those faculty members who have 
extremely large quant!ties of 
The following is a partial 
listing of books which will be 
used for the Summer Session. 
Thjs listing will be updated as 
new text requests are received. 
~kstore Pricel 
Intro. to Linear Analysis 1966 cloth 
Changing Children's Behavior 1972 
Essays on the American Revolution ppr. 
Sociolinguistic Patterns ppr. 
Psychology of Work Beha'vior 1976 cloth 
Western Civilization, Vol. 2 2nd 
Pa~terns of Adjustmts. & Humas Eff. cloth 
Pr1ce Sys. & Resource Alloc. 6th cloth 
Children w/ learning Disabilities 1976 
Readings in App. Transformat . Grammer 2nd 
Production/Operations Mgmt. 1972 cloth 
Introduction to Linguistics 1st ppr. 
The Shadow: Latin Am . Faces the Sev. 1972 
Workjobs 1974 ppr. 
Topics In Calculus 1975 cloth 
Group Processes 2nd ppr. 
Of . Human Interaction 1969 ppr. 
EnJoyment of Music 3rd Shorter cloth 
Info . Systems: Tech., Econ . 1974 cloth 
Systistical Physics 1971 
Classroom Test Construction 1971 cloth 
Essentials of Testing 1972 ppr . . 
Chemical Principles 3rd 
Cost Accounting: Plann. & Control 5th cloth 
Financial Accounting 2nd cloth 
Intermediate Accounting 3rd cloth 
Modern Advanced Accounting 1975 cloth 
Principles of Auditing 5th cloth 
Contemporary Mathematics 
New Designs for Elem. Curric. & Inst. 1975 
Social P~. and Modern Life 1974 cloth 
American Economic Life 1974 ppr, 
Exper. lIethods in Orgartic Chem. cloth 
The Puritan Dilemma ppr. 
Way of Words cloth 
In Their O~n Behalf ppr . 
Children & Youth: Psychosocial Dev . 1973 
Basic Marketing 5th cloth 
T~e Management Game 1970 ppr. 
The Logic of Price 1st ppr. 
New World of Economics 1975 ppr. 
Antho. of Am. Lit. Vol. 2 ppr. 
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Abrams 
Adams 
Alexander 
Algeo 
Amling 
Austen 
Bach 
Bachrach 
Baker 
Bardwick 
Barrett 
Beach 
Beckenbach 
Belkin 
Bianco 
Block 
Blum 
Borton 
Bowen 
Boyd 
Brady 
Broom 
Brucker 
Buck 
Burkhardt 
Burkhardt 
Burling 
Burns 
Cahn 
Cap low 
Casper 
Cas tetter 
Catton 
Norton Anth. of Eng . Lit Vol I, 3rd ppr. 
Western World, Vol 2 From 1700 ppr. 
Public Sch. Law: Cases, Ilat. cloth 1969 
Prob. in the Orgins & Dev. of Eng. Lang. 2nd 
Investments: An Intro. to Anal. & Mgmt . 3rd 
Pride . ' Prejudice ppr. 
Economics 
Psychological Research 
Joseph Andrews, Shamela ppr. 
Readings on the Psychology of Women 
Benabarre ppr. 
Personnel: Mgmt. of People at work 3rd 
~Iodern College Algebra & Trig. 2nd 
Practical Counseling in Schools 
Origi'ns of Chinese Revolution ppr. 
Essentials of Consumer Behav. 1st cloth 
Industrial Psychology 1968 
Modern Japan 
Return to Laughter 
Marketing Research: Text & Cases 3rd 
English Prose & Poetry: 1660-1800 ppr. 
Sociology 5th ppr. 
Renaissance Florence 
Advanced Calculus 2nd cloth 
Civilization of the Renaiss. in Italy "01.1 
Civ . of the Renaiss in Italy, Vol. 11 
English in Black & White ppr. 
Philosophy of Educ. 1st 
New Intro. to Philosophy cloth 
Two Against On~ ppr. 
Am. Criminal Ju;t: . Defend. Persp. 
Personna 1 runct . in Ed. Adm. 2nd 
Two Roads to Sumter ppr. 
ppr . 
Sourcebook in Chinese Phil . ppr. 
Systems & Theories of Psyc. 3rd 1974 
Business Policy, Text Q Cases 3rd 
How Does a Poem ~ean7 2nd ppr. 
Seven Contem. Short Novels 2nd ppr. 
I~t~o. to Internat. Politics 2nd oor. 
Seven Plays of the Mod. Theater pp~: 
\'iriting About Lit. revised ppr. 
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6 .. 1 
1. 5 . 
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3.50 
New York Time 
Newhall 
Popular Writing in America ppr. 
The End of a Presidency ppr. 
History of Photography ppr. 
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4 . 00 
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1.65 
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2 . 15 
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7 . 75 
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6.25 
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3.00 
2 . 50 
3.75 
3.50 
1.15 
3. 50 
7. 50 
7.00 
5.00 
1.40 
8.00 
3 
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10 
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10 
50 
45 
40 
5 
10 
5 
65 
5 
20 
10 
5 
Chan 
Chaplin 
Christensen 
Ciardi 
Clerc 
Coplin 
Clurman 
Cohen 
Corley 
Cornacchia 
Dahl 
Dale 
Le",al Environment of Bus . 3rd cloth 
Health in the Elem. School 
After the Revolution ppr . 
Readings in Management 3rd ppr. 
Motivation & Control in Organ. ppr . • 1971 
Organizational Change & Devel. ppr. 1970 
Dynam. Phys . Ed . for Elem. Sch. Chilo 5th 
Medieval Eng. Lyrics ppr. 
6.50 
2.50 
2.75 
7.25 
6 .00 
1. 40 
4. SO 
3.75 
3.75 
5.50 
1. 50 
7 . 00 
2 . 75 
6 .7 5 
1. 50 
9.00 
1. 50 
Page 
Papalia 
Patterson 
Peretz 
Peters 
Pic.kering 
Plossl 
Popham 
Pospesel 
Pottle 
Pressman 
primm 
Primm 
Purcell 
Egan 
Engel 
Engel 
Engel 
Engel 
Fairbanks 
Finlay 
Finney 
Fischer 
Fitzgerald 
Forsythe 
Fox 
Frank 
Gage 
Goldenberg 
Goldman 
Graves 
Gray 
Greenstein 
Griswold 
Gross 
Gunther 
Guyton 
Hammond 
Harder 
Harris 
Hartijen 
Hartman 
Heilbroner 
Helfert 
Hellier 
Hellreigel 
Hendrick 
Hick 
Hilgard 
Hobshaw 
Hogg 
Hoppock 
Horngren 
Horvitz 
Huizinga 
Irish 
Jarolimek 
Jarolimek 
Johnson 
Johnson 
Jol\nson 
Johnson 
Jones 
Kalish 
Kaplan 
Karlin 
Karlin 
Katz 
Kelley 
Kemp 
Kenworthy 
Keynes 
lIotler 
Klugh 
Psychopathology: Science of Under. 2nd 
A Child's World 1975 
Relationship Couns. & Psych. ppr. 
Selected Stories ppr. 
Chern. Separ. & Measur. cloth 
Fiction 100 ppr. 
Prod. & Inv. Control Princ. 1967 
Educational Statistics 2nd cloth 
Arguements: Deduct. Logic Ex. ppr. 
Boswell's London Journal ppr. 
Implementation ppr. 
American Experience, Vol 1 1975 rev. 
American Experience, Vol 2 1975 
Calculus w/ Analytic Geometry 2nd 
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EDITORIALS 
Fo, 1975-76 
Editorial stands in review 
The foUowing an excerpts from Current edI· 
torials printed this year. They, In short form, 
summarize several of the editorial stands the 
CulTent has taken, and hopefully reDect the tone 
and attitudes of the UMSL student during this 
soon·to·c1ose school year. 
Resulting from the growing complaints by 
students and faculty, the University Senate 
recently passed a motion to enforce prohibition of 
smoking in classroom. The passage of this motion, 
presented by Student Senator Thomas J. Krucke. 
meyer, as a necessary and inevitable measure to 
meet a complicated problem. 
The Senate has acted in the most practical 
manner possible - the rest is up to the students 
and faculty. who in the end must solve the 
problem . 
•••• When Student Body Vice-President Curt Watts 
telephoned Mike Miller, chairperson of the Central 
Council Administrative Committee on Monday, 
Oct. 27. he set the stage for the first of many 
freak accidents which would reveal colossal errors 
in the totaling of homecoming election ballots. 
D. e fact was inescapable: the confusion, doubt 
and embarassment were all a result of a 
poorly-handled election. Members of student 
government. administrators, interested students 
and most of al\, two young women, were Qaying 
dearly for it. The election system clearly must be 
.:hanged. If it is not. then this price has surely 
been paid in vain. 
•••• 
Next year 's University Senate has been elected by 
the faculty and students at UMSL but two more 
meetings of the present Senate are still to come. 
Two important issues to be discussed by the body 
yet this year are the "Y" grade abolition and 
smoking regulations here . Both issues were 
discussed earlier and either dismissed or referred 
back to committee. This reluctance symbolizes the 
actions of the Senate this whole year: do little. it 
i hoped that next year's Senate will better fulft11 
its charge than the present one, with more 
enthusiasm and inspiration than the one that will 
apparently adjourn in May with a poor record. 
•••• 
One man stands in the way of university efforts to 
purchase Marillac Col\ege as an addition to the 
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UMSL campus. That man is Republican Governor 
Christopher Bond, who threatens to veto any 
attempt by the State Legislature to acquire that 
property for UMSL. 
Write Governor Bond and remind him that not 
every student in Missouri can attend Princeton 
University as he did. Write your state representa-
tive and state senators and remind them to 
represent your interests in Jefferson City. And 
final\y, be prepared if all else fails to go to the 
voting booths next November and send a message 
to state government that higher education should 
be among our highest priorities. 
• ••• Th . 
e malO concern of Grobman 's reorganization 
plans remains the flow of information from the 
faculty, to the vice-chancellors, to the chancellor. 
When a message has to go through such 
bureaucratic channels, the message has a better 
chance of being misinterpreted or misunderstood. 
Vital information which could be essential in the 
making of decisions could be left out of 
vice-chancellor reports because they deem the 
information as non-consequential. The tendency in 
all bureaucracies is to keep the bad news from the 
boss, according to sociologists. The chancellor 
must remain in contact with all areas of the 
campus, and have an overall view of the needs 
and atmosphere of the campus, which the 
reorganization plan for vice.-chancellorships may 
prevent him from doing . 
•••• Marillac, then, WOUIO oe a great aid for the 
expansion of UMSL, and, considering the cost of 
construction today, a relief on Missouri taxpayer. 
Twelve years ago" state officials showed great 
insight be estab lishing an urban, commuter 
campu~ to serve the St. Louis area. In twelve 
years, UMSL has grown in size to be the second 
largest campus in the University of Missouri 
system with a student body of over 11 ,500. Since 
the campus is the most crowded in the system, a 
condition which can be alleviated by the purchase 
of Marillac by the state government for use by 
UMSL, the Current hopes those officials who 
showed such great insight in establishing UMSL 
will show the same insight in guaranteeing 
UMSL's existence and growth. 
UMSL needs Marillac now. 
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LETTEY 
Demand fair trial for Johnson 
Dear Editor: 
Last summer, the Missouri 
Supreme Court overturned J .B. 
Johnson's 1972 conviction in 
the killing of a University City 
policeman, opening the way t'or 
a second trial. 
Publicity around the J. B. 
Johnson case has been continual 
and heated in the last two or 
three years. Editorials support-
ing Johnson's right to bail and 
the lawyer of his choice have 
appeared repeatedly in the St. 
"Louis Post-Dispatch, St. Louis 
Argus, and the St. Louis Amer-
ican, among others. Because this 
case involves a police killing and 
a black defendant in a then pre-
dominantly white suburb, the 
controversy has tended to polar-
ize the St. Louis community. 
Instead of easing the tension 
between the defense and the 
prosecution , the courtroom 
hearings have tended to aggra-
vate it. St. Louis County judges 
denied even an evidentiary 
hearing on several key pretrial 
defense motions, and rejected 
them without opinion. 
Just recently, the prosecution 
and local courts tried to deny a 
continuance of the trail until 
J.B.'s lawyer, William Kunstler, 
could be present. Fortunately, 
however, the day before the trial 
was to begin , Missouri Supreme 
Court Justice Seiler enjoined the 
St. Louis County from proceed· 
ing. 
Because of other commit-
ments, William Kunstler will not 
be available to try this case until 
late April. J.B . Johnson and his 
attorneys have agreed to begin 
the trial then. 
As members of the University 
community, we feel that J .B. 
Johnson's right to a fair and 
impartial trial must be sup-
ported. It was people like our-
selves who protected his rights 
up to this point, and it will be 
our contiued vigilance that will 
guarantee him fair treatment in 
the upcoming trial. We urge 
everyone to attend the trial for a 
first-hand look at the criminal 
justice system. 
Paddy Quick, Economics 
Alphonso Jackson, AOJ' 
Susan Hartman, History 
Muriel Pumphrey, Sociology 
Spencer Allen, Speech 
Ann B. Lever, History 
Jerome Bimmelhoch, Sociology 
W.C. Hamlln, English 
Brian Dawney, Political Science 
Lance LeLoup, Political Science 
Judith Pearson, EngUsh 
Voices thanks for KWMU support 
Dear Editor: KWMU has failed to do hon-
This is a note of thanks to all estly. It could also bring River-
of those people on campus who men sports to the air wave of St. 
have helped the KWMU Student Louis as well as news of a con-
Staff in our drive for more air cerned with the UMSL student 
time on KWMU. We realize that community. Neither of these 
the issue is far from being needs are being met now. 
settled, but the support shown Fortunately, we have the Cur-
has helped us tremendously. We rent, which has assumed the 
have been informed by Vice responsibility of unifying the 
Chancellor Everett Walters that students in the past. But the 
theUniversity of Missouri-·S!. print media lacks the immediacy 
Louis is on its way to acquiring which the students and the 
its own completely student-run co mmunity needs. Students 
radio station. This station. al- can't read the Current while 
though at least a year and a half commuting to and from campus. 
from realization, would become As mentioned earlier, a stu-
a long term solution to a few dent radio station is at least a 
prevalent problems on this cam- year and a half away and rep-
pus . . One problem it will solve resents a long term solution to 
is the lack of a studio laboratory these problems. Th students 
for Speech Communications ma- need a short term solution to 
jors. Apathy is rampant on this tide them over and begin the 
campus. You can witness it unification this campus so des-
every day, in the poor turnout parately needs. This solution 
for Central Council elections, the could be found in room 105 of 
struggling of the campus only Lucas Hall . Increased air time 
service fraternity and the sports for students on KWMU . Please 
pl'ograms on campus that have contact your Dean of Student 
relatively few fans . afairs or the KWMU Student 
A student radio station would Staff to let them know of your 
be tremendous asset to this support. 
campus. First of all, it would 
help give this campus an 
ioentity ; somet:linJ which 
The Executive Board 
KWMU Student Staff 
Calls UMSL 6isolated fortress' 
Dear Editor: 
About 15 years ago the good 
people of the Normandy area 
gave to the state of Missouri for 
a token amount of money the 
land on which UMSL is located. 
These people voted a bond issue 
to buy this land. From this gift 
of land the University of Mis-
souri at Saint Louis was born. 
Today if by no other definition 
that location UMSL is an urban 
university. What does the term 
urban university mean? It means 
that UMSL should have an 
urban outlook, i.e. to understand 
urban problems and take an 
active part in helping to solve 
such problems. Problems such 
as housing decay, crime, inte-
gration, racism, the plight of th 
elderly and the poor, just to 
name a few. In this regard 
UMSL has betrayed its birth-
right and the givers and creators 
of such. The area surrounding 
UMSL is a unique area. In the 
Normandy area, determined by 
the Normandy School District, 
there are 21 municipalities. Most 
of these are small and lack the 
funding and expertise to ade-
quately plan or administer a 
stable community. Although 
most are v!able they could still 
use help. The university has the 
potential to get involved and 
offer assistance to the com-
munity . UMSL does not get 
involved. Why? The administra-
tion on this campus believes in 
being academic to the point of 
losing touch with the real world. 
I turn your attention to the 
Center of Community and Me-
h'opolitan Studies. For the past 
six years this center has laid 
dormand and unresponsive to 
the community. Now that a new 
director is being sought it is 
time to reorient and reorganize 
this center to be a vehicle for 
help and cooperation within the 
community. If the center takes 
on an active role in the com-
munity, it has the potential to 
raise UMSL's status in the 
community as well as the metro· 
politan area. Also it could give 
interested students and profes-
sors a chance to learn and study 
real world situations in regard to 
an urban area. It is time for 
UMSL to no longer be an 
isolated fortress in the com-
munity but a foundation and 
facilitator of growth and cooper-
ation. 
PhlUlp N. Page 
robman: 
piansafter 
one year 
in office 
) 
Mark Henderson 
After his first full year as 
chancellor of UMSL, Arnold B. 
Grobman is settled in Bis car-
peted office in Benton Hall and 
has developed plans and goals 
for the further expansion and 
improvement of the institution. 
"The services the university 
does provide the community 
should be limited by two consid-
erations: they should be within 
the special competencies of the 
university and they should have 
an educational function. The 
university should not be simply 
a service station," Grobman said 
in a speech at his formal 
inaugaration last week. 
"The public urban university 
is a public comprehensive uni-
versity with a special flavor. It is 
not a second-class institution. 
Urban students deserve from 
their regional state university 
the equivalent level of educa-
tional services that are available 
to students at a public resi-
dential university. 
"This means, among other 
things, diverse programs of high 
quality, good library facilities, 
research-oriented faculty , recre-
ational facilities for students, 
intercollegiate athletics, counse-
ling and placement services, and 
financial aid and scholarships," 
Grobman said. 
Sorely missing at UMSL, ac-
cording to the chancellor' s defi-
nition, are academic programs. 
"We have 27 different programs 
at the bachelor's level. that is 
too few. and the balance is 
wrong. We should have a 
greater array of professional 
programs," Grobman said. 
Law, journalism, architecture, 
engineering, optometry, and 
nursing are just a few of the 
programs Grobman has sug-
gested for the campus. 
"We must stuQY the needs 
and wants of citizens as far as 
what they want offered here. 
Then after we decide what 
programs the people need a 
large amount of planning must 
take place, and all of the 
programs must be approved by 
the Board of Curators and the 
Coordinating Board of Higher 
Education," he said in an inter-
view. 
Part of the problem is the 
reluctance of these governing 
bodies to break with the tradi-
tions of the University of Mis-
souri. For instance, they are 
reluctant to either add to or 
move the oldest journalism 
school in the world from Colum-
bia. 
"That is a problem, but I say 
if you are building a four 
campus university in the 1970's 
where would you put the school 
of journalism? The university 
does duplicate programs, and we 
are presently exploring the pos-
sibility of double majors in 
journalism here," Grobman 
said. 
One of the chancellor's pet 
projects in the past year has 
been the attempt to establish a 
school of optometry in pursuit of 
for more professional programs. 
The Board of Curators approved 
the school, but the Coordinating 
Board dropped it from its list of 
priorities. "I still think we will , 
get the optometry school," 
Grobman said. 
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One of the biggest issues on 
campus this year is indirectly 
connected to the optometry 
school; the purchase of 'the 
Marillac College campus. Owned 
by the Daughters of Charity, an 
order of Roman Catholic nuns, 
the closed campus is on sale for 
$5 million. The property, con-
sisting of 44 acres an,d seven 
buildings, has been considered 
by the University of Missouri to 
house the optometry school. 
Plans to purchase Matjllac are 
still very much alive. "The 
House and Senate of the General 
Assembly are now considering 
the acquisition in two separate 
bills. We have remarkably good 
support there, but the governor 
is expected to veto them. If we 
do not get it this year much 
depends on the Daughters of 
Charity as far as the availabiltv 
ing racial problems. 
At UMSL one group is fight-
ing hard to end the racism on 
the campus. The Committee 
Against Racism has argued that 
non-credit courses are racist, 
and the chancellor met with the 
organization to discuss the is-
sues. At that meeting Grobman 
first introduced his idea of a 
basic skills program. 
In an explanation at the time 
of this interview, Grobman said 
that his skills program proposal 
would help the underprepared 
student and yet take away the 
racist aspects of non-credit 
courses. · 
"While I agree with those that 
say not everyone should go. to 
the university, the University of 
Missouri policy admits those 
who graduate in the top half of 
their' high school class. Many of 
HAIL TO THE CHANCELLOR, After a year In omce, Chancellor 
Arnold B. Grobman w .. formaOy Inaugurated lut week. [OPI Photo] 
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of Marillac," Grobman said. 
If UMSL gets Marillac, the 
land is already allotted. "We 
will . move the School of Edu-
cation over there. That way we 
let the school stay together and 
have less traffic across the 
street," the chancellor said. 
As a mastermind of all these 
plans Grobman has had much 
experience. Before assuming the 
position of chancellor here he 
served as a special assistant to 
the president of the University 
of Illinois and was stationed_ at 
the University of Illinois-Chicago 
Circle, another commuter urban 
campus. 
Prior to his position there, 
Grobman was the Dean of Rut-
gers College, the predominantly 
male resident division of the 
state university in New York 
~here he was active in dissolv-
these students are underpre-
pared, and yet we pay them a 
disservice if we say 'tough. 
fellas, we don't want you, '" the 
chancellor said. 
Grobman's proposal calls for a 
series of courses which would be 
very exciting and interesting to 
students of any background. All 
students would have to enter the 
program, therefore removing the 
discrimination factor. 
"Three to four credit hours 
would be granted on the content 
of the courses, and the labs 
would entail a great deal of 
writing and mathematical com-
putation taught by upper class, 
junior or senior, students. A 
large amount of testing and 
counseling is included in the: 
program and a student remains 
in the progr~m until he is able 
to test out," Grobman said. 
With all these new ideas, 
proposals, and the actual run-
ning of the campus as it is, 
Grobman found it necessary to 
restructure the administration to 
suit his needs. His reorgani-
zation plan called for three vice 
chancellors, and at first received 
much flack from members of the 
faculty . Two of those vice chan-
cellors were named in the past 
year: John Perry, vice chancellor 
of administrative services; and 
Everett Walters, v.ice chancellor 
of community affairs. 
" I cannot answer definitely 
how well the ro:v:ganization plan 
is going to work until the plan is 
complete, when the third vice 
chancellor assumes his duties, 
but so far it has worked out very 
well," Grobman said. 
The chancellor had inter-
viewed four of the five candi-
dates for ·the position of vice 
chancellor at the time of the 
interview, and he hopes to an-
nounce the appointee sometime 
next week. 
Grobman announced to the 
Current a proposed increase in 
tuition by 530 a semester. The 
increase is a suggestion of Uni-
versity President C. Brice 
Ratchford to ward off one of the 
university's greatest problems, 
deficiency in budgets. , 
•• A possibility exists that we 
might lose some of our instruc-
tors and professors because of a 
shortage of it:lcreases in salaries. 
I am sympathetic, but we are 
better off than other institutions 
in the country. Job positions are 
tight, but the best people can 
always find good jobs. I do not 
know how the budget will affect 
the faculty status yet," the 
chancellor said. 
Grobman is concerned about 
the students as well as the 
faculty, and when asked about 
the student governm'ent at 
UMSL he called those involved 
.. generally quite knowledge-
able." 
UMSL's student government 
is "more effective than Chicago 
Circle and less effective than at 
Rutgers. but it is a residential 
school. I am not as familiar with 
the student government here as 
I would like to be, and I would 
like very much to see it 
,strengthened," Grobman said. 
Two theories given by Grob-
man for its not being stronger 
are the fact that UMSL is a 
commuter campus and "student 
representation on the Senate, 
which may dilute its power." 
Overall, Grobman sees UMSL 
as a campus with a future. with 
more and varied programs. and 
with more efficiency. 
"I do not believe there now 
exists anywhere in the nation a 
model of the kind of public 
urban institution we should be 
developing in St. Louis. Obvi-
ously a number of quite de-
sireable features exist on several 
metropolitan campuses that we 
might wish to emulate but I 
know of no pattern occuring ' 
elsewhere that ' I would like to 
use as a blueprint for our 
campus. 
"We simply have to develop 
our own modlll of a public urban 
institution. " 
r--------------------~--~-------~-~------~-------I 
: ' THIS . : I . I 
:. is the last issue of the Current 1 
I I 
'( for this school i I year. I 
I I 
t The Current will begin publishing again this summer. i L-----------_______ ~ _____________________________ ~ 
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Women ~ Center: a question of funding 
UMSL. But the crucial question 
of funding was deferred until 
May when the group will meet 
as a budgetary committee. 
The committee has four op-
tions available to it, which are as 
follows: have a center with a full 
time coordinator, . have a center 
with a part time coordinator, 
have the center with no coordi-
nator, or abolish the center. 
Lola Lucas, a senior, typified 
the sentiment of many con-
cerned women on campus when 
she said, "We in the Feminist 
Alliance were deleriously happy 
that the Senate Committee fi-
nally made a decision (support-
ing the concept -Qf a Women's 
Center) , but we are concerned 
that funding will not be effected _ 
in May. I think the committee 
was impressed by the eight 
students and two professors 
(supporting the center) who at-
tended the meeting and their 
intense desire to keep the center 
ope~." 
/ lrene Cortinovis, Chairperson 
Icf the now-defunct Ad Hoc Committee for the . Women's 
WOMEN'S CENTER: A room for the ale by women of UMSL for recreation aud dlacaAlon. [photo 
by DeDI')' Kaechenmelsterl . 
pass their recommendation to 
Chancellor Grobman for a final 
desicion on the matter. The 
women of UMSL must know the 
future status of the center so 
that activities may be planned 
accordingly for next semester." 
"UMSL will probably get 
enough money for fiscal 1976-77 
to compensate for infiatiQn from 
last year and to give some small 
increases in selected faculty 
salaries. In other words, this 
university will probably have 
about the same amount of real 
dollars it had last year. This 
isn ' t definite but that's how it 
looks now. I hope the money for 
the Women 's Center is al1o-
cated, but Governor Bond will 
simply not approve a large UM 
budget. Lack of money is the 
problem," Walters said. 
/ . 
/ 
Center, was unable to attend the 
meeting on April 23 because she 
was at an out of town archivists 
said, "I immediately called a 
friend to learn what had hap- . 
pened at the meeting held 
Friday. I was flabbergasted. The 
committee's endorsement of the 
concept of a Women's Center 
was a very positive first step to 
take towards the continued 
operation of an effective center. 
At last count there were 480 
signatures , with more added 
every day, on a petition backing 
the center and the funding of a 
full time coordinator. I hope that 
the Senate Committee will soon 
Grobman concurred, saying "I 
would like an increase of 512 
million , but the Missouri Gen-
eral Assembly has suggested 
57.6 million and Governor Bond · 
wants an increase of only 55.86 
million. Each dean or director of 
a unit will come before the 
Senate budgetary committee and 
present his or her funding 
proposals. The committee will 
then have to establish priorities. 
I'm afraid that a lot of worthy 
programs will not be funded. 
Instead of winners or losers, it 
is a situation where everyone 
will be disappointed to some 
extent. 
I 
convention . " When I returned to 
St. Louis Saturday ni~ht." she 
"I firmly believe, " she conti-
nued, "that this campus sup-
ports a viable Women's Center. 
Marillac: year of gains and losses 
Debra Cunningham 
Throughout the year gains and 
setbacks have been made toward 
the purchase of Marillac. 
In August, 1975 the Board of 
Curators of the University of 
Missouri held a meeting at 
which Chancellor Arnold Grob-
man gave a detailed presenta-
, ion placing the I?urchase of 
Marillac and the establishment 
)f an optometry school as the 
1umber one priority in capital 
improvement and academic ex-
pansion on the UMSL campus. 
Grobman feels that St. Louis 
is the best location in the 
Midwest for an optometry 
school. He also said that a 
1970 study authorized by th€ 
Missouri General Association 
stated that Missouri needs 35 
n~optometrists per year. 
On ~eptember 26 the Curators , 
voted in~or of the purchase of 
Marillac and the establishment 
of a school of optometry. Uni-
versity Preside t C. Brice 
Ratchford agreed with 6~bman 
that St. Louis is the best loCation 
for an optometry school. Durin 
:he week of October 5 the 
200rdinating Board of Higher 
Education voted to set the 
purchase of Maril1ac as the 
number two capital improve-
ments priority for educational 
institutions in the state. 
The next step was for the 
state legislature of appropriate 
funds for a second time for the 
Cason cites lobbying 
as best Ma,illac suppo,t 
Windy Watkins 
While the purchase of Maril-
lac is gaining support in the 
state assembly, William Cason 
(Dent . Pro-Tem.) says that pas-
sage of the appropriations bill 
could be greatly facilitated by a 
student lobby ~ffort. 
Speaking at UMSL Friday 
morning , Cason cited massive 
petitioning and lobbying by stu-
dent nurses , for a new nursing 
school in Columbia. 
"The nurses met with state 
legislators and discussed the 
need for the proposed nursing 
school. They divided the state 
into districts and organized a 
letter and petition drive. They 
developed a very strong identity 
and presence, and although it 
wasn't the only thing that got 
the Nursing School Appropria-
tions Bill passed, it played a 
very significant role. The nurses 
gave the assembly a strong 
sense of student feeling," he 
said. 
Cason went on the comment 
that UMSL ' seems to have an 
identity problem in the state 
assembly. • The students on this 
campus have got to develop an 
identity within the ilssembly. 
Your repres,entatives in Jeffer-
son City have got to be aware fo 
you and your needs as a univer-
sity. You need to ·develop a 
presence for t,his campus." he 
said. 
When asked about the status 
of the Marillac purchase, Cason 
said that the Senate has already 
passed an Emergency Appro-
priations Bill that will go before 
the House sometime this week. 
If the Emergency Bill fails than 
another bill will be introduced. 
DRIVING lESSONS 
Mor~ings-Evenings-Wee~ends 
JERRY CLIFTON 
428-7622 
or 1-587-7676 after 4:30 
STATE CERTIFIED 
HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTOR 
6.2 million project . Governol 
Christopher Bond indicated that 
he may veto the project again. 
At a December meeting of the 
board the establishment of the 
optometry school was voted 
down because of the expense 
.involved. Edith Young, board 
president explained that the 
fiscal situation of the state was 
poor. 
On January 5 , the board 
passed· a resolution supporting 
th~niversity of Missouri Board 
of \~tor's capital improve-
ments pr4>rity list for this yel!r. 
This list p"l~es the Maril1ac 
purchase fifth behind the Kan-
sas City law school 'lnd school of 
nursing and. journans~ school 
addition to Columbia. 
Bond has said that he will Qot 
support the purchase unless tH 
board decides it fits into the 
educational needs of the state. 
He is of the opinion that the 
other capital improvements on 
the Board of Curators list should . 
be funded first because planning 
funds form them havee already 
been aooropriated. _ 
Grobman said earlier that if 
Marillac was not purchased a 
plea would be made for new 
buildings. On January 20, the 
Senate Appropriations Commit-
tee voted 6 to 0 in favor of 
purchasing MarilJac. 
The General Assembly is ex-
pected to pocket veto the bill . 
"In spite of the Senate com-
mittee's endorsement of the 
concept of a Women's Center, it 
is still possible that the center 
will not be funded next year. 
' Missouri ranks 27th in state 
income but is 44th in spending 
for higher education. 
Henderson 
Photography 
838-8168 
448 
Howdershell 
Florissant 
graduation, wedding pictures 
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP 
* Membership free of charge 
to all full-time students. 
* Can be us~d Monday - Friday 
until 9:00 pm. and on weekends, 
until Sept. 15, 1976. 
* Special discount on court rates 
during weekdays. 
* Student leagues, clinics, and 
tournaments. 
Special teacher memberships 
Good from May 15 to Sept. 15, 197~. 
$10.00 
WestPort 
Racquetball Club 
2388 Chaffee Rd. 
St. Louis, Mo. 63141 
Call 569-0648 for further information. 
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Relations committee to improve communication 
Marie Casey 
Reorganization of the Univer-
sity Relations Office has en-
hanced its ability to commun-
icate the chief concerns of the 
university to the public, accord-
ing to Blair Farrell, Director of 
University Relations. j ' 
Since Farrell's appointment to 
the position of Director of Dev-
elopment, he has advocated 
combining the offices of Devel-
opment, Alumni, Public Infor-
mation, and Publications into 
one department with a single 
unified mission, which Chancel-
lor Grobman chose to imple-
ment. Following a search com-
mittee's recommendation: Farrel 
was appointed Director of Un-
iversity Relations. Farrell be-
lieves, "It's the best approach. 
We're the only campus in the 
Missouri system with this 
model. " 
In addition, key staff vacan-
cies occurred coincidentally. Don 
Constantine became Director of 
the Office of Public Information 
(OPI) , Jill McQuire replaced 
John Chamberlain as Director of 
Publications, Kathy Head was 
named Director of Alumni Act-
ivities, and Dorothy Bacon be-
came Director of Constituent 
Relations. 
Following implementation of 
this reorganization, Farrell began 
a "marketing" approach to the 
functions of hIS office. He said, 
" I believe that in this institution 
we have the best public relations 
opportunity that there is in St. 
Louis. Our job is to communicate 
to" selected people or groups in 
St. Louis information about this 
place that will precipitate some 
sort of supportive action. " He 
added, "we've got a fantastic 
product to market." 
Rather than dispersing in-
Alumni association 
hosts newest members' 
The UMSL Alumni Association 
is sponsoring . an UMSL Com-
munity Night at Busch Memorial 
Stadium on Friday, May 14th. 
All members of the University 
Community are invited to parti-
cipate. Actvance reserved seats 
for an UMSL 'section are now 
available for SJ.SO each at the 
Information Desk in the Univer-
sity Center; at the office of 
Alumni Activities, Room 202 
Administration Building; or by 
mail order. 
In special pre-gaine 
ceremonies on the field, the 
Alumni Association will welcome 
its newest members, the alumni 
of the 1976 Graduating Class. · 
UMSL star athletes of -'76 will 
also be saluted. 
Game time is 7:30 pm when 
the Cardinals will meet the San 
Francisco Giants. After the 
game, the Alumni Association 
will host a reception in the Lewis 
and Clark Room at Stouffer's 
Riverfront Inn, complimentary 
snacks and a cash bar will be 
provided. 
More than 250 UMSL fans 
attended last year's game and 
saw the Cardinals beat the 
Giants after Chancellor Arnold 
Grobman threw out the first 
ball. Tickets will be available for 
the UMSL reserved section 
. through May 7. 
formation randomly, Farrell has 
focused on analyzing the activ-
ities at UMSL, and com~unicat­
ing that to specific concerns. 
According to Farrell, his objec-
tive is to make UMSL under-
stood by certain people on 
specific issu~s for certain rea-
sons , rather than attempting to 
make UMSL famous. 
Farrell emphasized that ful-
fillment of his office's mission is 
dependent on a two way com-
munications process. He be-
lieves UMSL is here to meet the 
community's needs more than 
any other institution in town. 
This philosophy has led to 
hiring Director of Constituent 
Relations Dorothy Bacon, rather 
than filling a vacant position in 
OPf. 
As a result, various consitu-
encies are brought together with 
individuals, groups, or programs 
of the university by Bacon. 
During the next several years, 
Farrell's primary objective will 
be increased involvement in the 
university by members of the 
community. 
Farrell hopes this involvement 
will lead to support of the 
university through fincancial 
'contributions, lending of exper-
tise, and UMSL's further in-
tegration into the community, as 
well as increased legislative un-
derstahding of UMSL's needs. 
Such support has partially 
evolved from the activities of 
alumni at UMSL. Through a 
dues structure, the alumni pro-
vide scholarships for undergrad-
uates, organize Serendipity Day 
for new freshmen, sponsor and 
awards program for outstanding 
UMSL faculty and sponsor a 
reception for graduating seniors 
and their parents. The Alumni 
Association also funds numerous 
projects to meet emergency 
needs in various areas. 
In return alumni are provided 
with benefits such as full library 
priveleges, discounts on univer-
sity programs and sports events, 
the opportunity to apply for an 
Alumni Athletic pass to use 
athletic facilities, and staying in 
touch with UMSL through vari-
ous publications. 
Head hopes to organize alum-
ni programs which are geared to 
specific interests of groups of 
alumni. She stated, "I agree 
with our officers and Board of 
Directors that our Alumni Asso-
ciation has to look at the special 
needs and special interests of its 
members. " 
Head 'would also like to ini-
tiate alumni-provided career 
counseling, believing that prac-
tical experience can be shared 
with students by alumni. 
Farrell believes this specifi-
cation and two-way communica-
tions process is essential to 
building relationships . As a 
means of accomplishing this, he 
has been involved in the ini-
tiation of a Parents' Organi-
zation on campus. Although 
recently formed, the organiza-
tions's Board of Directors is 
already defining objectives and 
reginning to work. . • 
Farrell is also using students 
for communicating UMSL's story 
to certain incividuals and group 
in the community This is being 
accomplished through the work 
of the University Relations 
Board. The Board also critiques 
University Relations activities, 
providing additional input. 
Although plans are still inde-
finite for the coming year, 
Farrell commented, "We en-
vision comprehensive, communi-
cation and involvement pro-
grams for alumni, parents, key 
business leaders, key labor 
leaders, city and county political 
. leader~, and north-county muni-
cipalleadership. " 
Ultimately, Farrell's objective 
lies in making UMSL a better 
institution for students. 
·UMSL sophomore 
wins journalism award 
Steven A. Fisch, a sophomore 
at UMSL, is the winner of a 
SI ,OOO Molasky Journalism 
Scholarshio. 
Fisch, io, is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Irvin R. Fisch, 1285 
Oak Bark Drive, Creve Coeur 
63141. He has a grade point 
average <If 3.78 out of a possible 
4.0. He will enter the School of 
Journalism at Columbia in Sep-
tember: 
Fisch, a graduate of Parkway 
North Senior High School, is 
active in Jewish youth organiza-
tions. Upon graduation he plans 
to g~ into advertisin.'!. 
Fisch 's .>cholarship is spon-
sored by the Allan Molasky 
family in cooperation with the 
Journalism Foundation of Me-
tropolita n St. Louis. He will 
recei,ye his scholarship at the 
annual Journalism Foundation 
dinner 0 .' May 3 at the Bel Air 
East Hotel. Shana Alexander, 
Journalism commentator and 
magazine columnist, will be the 
featured speaker at the award~ 
dinner. 
Fraternity sponsors annual benefit 
People need people to grow. 
Glenmary Brothers, Sisters, 
and Priests grow by '" 
reaching out to help the 
people of Appalachia and 
the rural South. 
o Please send free information 
about Glenmary Home Mission-
ers to: 
Name ________________ ___ 
Address ________________ _ 
City, __________ State __ _ 
Zip, ___________ Age' _____ _ 
GLENMARY Rm. #210 
BOX 46404 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45246 
Pam Rhodey 
The UMSL chapter of '~he Pi 
Kappa Alpha fraternity will be 
sponsoring a dance marathon on 
May 14, 15, and 16, the pro-
ceeds of which will go to 
Muscular Distrophy. 
The marathon, which is open 
to all high school and l.OlIege 
students, will be held at the St. 
Louis Armory on U.S. Hwy. 40 
beginning at 8 pm Friday . and 
ending at 8 pm Sunday. 
Participants obtain sponsors 
'who will contribute to the drive 
for each hour that they dance. 
There will be refreshments pro-
vided and also a live band. In 
addition, there will be prizes 
and trophies awarded. . 
The dance marathon is part of 
the fourth annual Pike Bike 
Race which is a series of events 
MIDNITE 71L. MORNING 
Summer is here; 
and so are we -
ROCK & FEATURES 
all year round - from 
Stereo 6691" KWMU 
Student Staff 
FrIday 11 :00 pm. to Saturday 7:00 am. 
Sunday 1 :OOam. to 7:00 am. 
dUrilig the second semester 
whose purpose is to raise funds 
for Muscular Distrophy. It was 
passed as a national community 
project of the Pi Kappa Alphy 
fraternity during a national con-
{ention in 1972. 
As part of the Pike Bike Race, 
the UMSL chapter will also be 
sponsoring their first annual 
PKA . Bed Race in mid-May . 
Businesses, schools, or organi-
zations donate S200 to enter and 
are then required to construct a 
"bed-on-wheels". As of now, 
there are about ten entries 
including Delta Air Lines and 
Peaches Records. 
For further info.rmation and 
sponsor sheets concerning the 
dance marathon contact Dan 
Fetsch at 524-3894 , or Kent 
Intensive 
French studies 
still open 
Spaces are still available in 
the Modern Language Depart-
ment's Intensive French pro-
gram for the winter semester of 
1976. Students earn 15 credits 
and are in class Monday through 
Friday from 8:40 until 2:30. 
All classes are in French. 
Participants of Intensive French 
attain a high degree of pro-
ficiency in the language within a 
relatively short time. Such a 
program is ideal preparation for 
anyone who plans to travel or 
work abroad. 
All persons interested should 
contact the Modern Language 
Department at 453-5831 as soon 
as possible. Course enrollment is 
limited to twenty students. 
Hornberger~ Director of the 
Muscular Distrophy Association 
in St. Louis at 644-2828. Infor-
mation on the bed race can also 
be obtained from Dan Fetsch . 
Library hours 
revised 
f or summer 
UMSL library hours for the 
1976 Summer Semester begin-
ning June 8 are as follows: 
Monday-Thursday 18 am-ll pm 
Friday 8 am-5 pm 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 4 pm-l0 pm 
the above hours take into con-
sideration that summer classes 
.do not begin until 8:10 and end 
'at 10:40. Therefore, the library 
building will be open before 
classes begin and close after 
~ ~Iasses end with the Circulation 
Desk opening at 8 am and 
: losing at 11 pm. Also, due . to 
reorganization of the new Cur-
rent Periodical/ Microtexts areas 
on level two will be open at all 
times during library hours. 
Reference, Government Doc-
uments, and -Interlibrary Loan 
service hours will remain nearly 
the same during the summer 
.session as during the regular 
academic year. Reference will 
continue to offer evening service 
. until 9 pm Mondays through 
Thursdays, and i Government' 
Documents will be open until 9 
pm Mondays through Wednes-
days . Reference Service will be 
'available on Sundays from 4 to 7 
pm, to take .care of the anti-
cipated heavy-use hours. Refer-
ence will also provide Govern-
ment Documents and ILL Service 
during these Sunday hours. 
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Basic, developmen·tal skills funding still up • • In air 
Lynn O'Shaughnessy 
Chancellor Arnold Grobman 
has described the prospects for 
funding the Ad hoc Committee 
on Basic College's basic skills 
oroeram. at thi" time, as bein~ 
very 'iffy". Also another pro-
gram now standing on shaky 
financial ground is the Develop-
mental Skills Center which 
might be discontinued at the end 
of this semester. 
The ad hoc committee, which 
has been working since Novem-
ber, plans to present a report to 
the Senate at the May 6 meet-
ing. Grobman expressed the 
hope that a final report could be 
submitted to the Senate so a 
vote could be taken which would 
indicate to him the Senate ' s 
feelings on the proposal. 
Therese Cristiani, chairperson 
and assi~!ant professor of Be-
havioral Studies doubt a final 
n::port will be ready in time. 
"There will probably be just a 
progress report," she said. 
If a final report should be 
presented and approved, the: 
proposal, according to Grobman. 
would be sent to the Senate'! 
Curriculum and Long Range 
Fiscal Planning Committees. 
Grobman declined to say whe-
ther he felt the basic skills 
program, which he himself has 
neither approved or disapproved 
yet, could be funded this fall. 
Funding would depend on a 
great many factors, he said, 
which includes his own p~rsonal 
approval, a favorable vote in the 
'ienate. and available money. 
fhe program would cost approx-
Imately SI33.000 for the first 
- . 
year of operation. 
No available money could sig-
nal the end Of Developmental 
Skills, which under the ad hoc 
committee's plans would be in-
corporated into the basic skills 
program. Mike Dace, the cen-
ter's director believes its sources 
of funding will dry up this year. 
During its three semesters of 
existence, the center has been 
funded by a variety of sources 
on campus - Student Affairs, 
Central Council, Dean Walter's 
Contingency Fund, Evening Col-
lege, Work Study and the Math 
Department. It has already been 
indicated that none of the stu-
dent activity fees will be used to 
subsidize the center unlike last 
year, Dace said. As the situation 
stands now he said, "I don't see 
anyway we are going to operate 
next year. There's just not going 
to be a next year." 
Grobman is more optimistic 
about Developmental Skill's fu-
ture. "Developmental Skills has 
always been a hand and mouth 
operation, its always been fund-
ed and probably it will be 
funded the same way ' next 
semester. " If the basic skills 
plan is adopted, Grobman add-
ed, the center as a part of the 
program would be funded 
through it. 
Even if the impossible were to 
happen and the money was 
found for developmental skills, 
Dace said, its present budget of 
$33;619 would not be enough to 
keep the center· running. "With-
out a reading program, Dace 
said, the minimum amount we 
could operate on would be about 
575,000." Most of the money. 
Law exam -to be given; 
deadline announced 
Pre-law juniors are urged to 
.lpply for the required Law-SAT 
~xam before Thursday, June 24, 
1976. The necessary forms and 
.Aher details are available in 598 
Lucas Hall, the AOJ office. 
Delaying this application, with 
he exam scheduled for July 24 
'iII create difficulties for those 
!anning to enter law school in 
. e Fall, 1977. The next Law-
\T examination is in UMSL's 
• Ictober mid-term examination 
period; after that date, the next 
test is given in Decemeber, 
during UMSL's final examin-
ation period. 
Students with special prob-
lems or questions should meet 
with Dr. Harry G. Mellman, Pre-
Law Advisor, in 534 Lucas, as' 
ioon as possible. Should he not 
le in, a message should be left 
n 598 Lucas so that he can con-
act the students to arrange for a 
neeting at a convenient time. 
The indicated June 24 dead-
ine is the final date on which 
SAT applications may be 
mailed to the Educational Test-
ing Service, in Princeton, NJ, 
which administers the examin-
ation. students are urged to pick. 
up the detailed information bul· 
letins and forms, and to com-
plete the applications as soon . . 
possible before thM d~te. 
he said, would be used to 
increase salaries for the student 
staff which Dace says is resent-
ing their "sap status. " "The 
staff isn't going to work for a 
pittance anymore." 
Not knowing from one semes-
ter to the next whether the 
center would be funded has 
been a monumental problem, 
Dacf' fp.p.I!' . "Since we did not 
few. " 
Micki Brewster, director of 
UNITED couldn't be contacted 
for over a week. 
While Grobman stood firm in 
his support of UNITED, he 
seemed cautious but receptive to 
the ad hoc committee' s basic 
skills proposal at the April 16 
meeting. "You will have a lot of 
"If you have to. scrap 
the money from the 
deans and departments 
it should be done." 
_ 'know if we were going to be 
funded, we couldn't plan for the 
semester. On September 2 we 
knew we could start in the fall 
and during the first week of 
school this winter we learned we 
would be funded this semester." 
During this school year Deve-
lopmental Skills served more 
than _ 2000 students. What 
would these students do if the 
program folded? "The wouldn't 
receive help," Dace said simply. 
"I don't know what would 
happen to them." 
The other academic support 
service on campus which pro-
vides basic skills help and coun-
-seJing is UNITED Special Ser-
vice'S. Unlike Developmental 
Skills, UNITED claims a ' line 
item in the university budget. 
UNITED this year has helped 
approximately 123 disadvant-
aged students. Its budget 
totalled S113,338. A fedreal 
gran~ covered 535,7,07 and 
UMSL picked up the rest of the 
tab amounting to S77,631. 
things to work out ... there are 
duplications and missing gaps." 
He, however, congratuiated the 
committee on its work. "I think 
you have done a great job so 
far. " 
At the meeting all the com-
mittee members who spoke ex-
pressed concern over the fate of 
their proposal. "We all feel 
some sense of urgency to fund-
ing the program properly," 
Cristiani said. 
Henry Shapiro, assistant pro-
fessor of philosophy asked , 
"What kind of priority does a 
program like this have? Where 
does this fit in our campus 
priorities? It is hard for me to 
This 
Man 
. " 
Needs 
Help !: 
The CURRENT needs writers, 
think of any issue of equal 
importance now on this campus. 
Ii you have to scrap the money 
from the deans and departments 
it should be done," he added. 
Money to fund the program 
could be found, Paddy Quick, 
assistant professor of economics 
suggested. "The university can 
frnd money for what it wants 
when it wants to." 
Whil.e the committee was uni-
ted in its support for a basic 
skills program disagreements 
suffaced at the April 23 meeting 
when details were discussed. 
Quick said in her long range 
planning report that the non-
academic, non-credit courses 
taught at UMSL should in the 
future be largely taken over by 
the departments and incorpor-
ated into the curriculum of the 
regular credited courses. Under 
the departments' wings, Quick 
felt, basic skill courses would be 
guaranteed funding. 
Dace disagree, "These 
courses would take a low priority 
in any department, when the 
crunch comes they would be 
eliminated. " The no-academic 
non-credit courses, he Sa1(1, 
should be kept separate from the 
departments and under the 
direction of a basic skills direct-
or. 
Quick however replied, "You 
are not going to save the courses 
by putting them outside the 
department." Dace in turn 
questioned the departments' 
committment to basic skills. "If 
they were concerned, we 
wouldn't be sitting here." 
When asked about the possi-
bility of transferring some of 
UNITED's money to Develop-
mental Skills, Grobman quickly 
discounted the idea. "We would 
not want to take any money out 
of UNITED's budget, they are 
doing a very good job. It's not 
a question of taking one from 
another, Grobman added, if 
developmental skills were to be 
funded the money would not be 
drawn from anyone line item. 
On this subject Dace said, "The 
money should be spent to serve 
all students, not just a select 
reporters and most every· r~r~~-~;~~~~~~~I thing else. Apply at 256 
University Center, or call 
453·5174 
It takes more than a degree 
to- make you an engineer. 
You're working hard for your degree in engineering. 
But what will you do when you get It? VVhere will you 
get the prcdlcal experience you need to make that 
degree payoff? 
More and more people like yourself are discovering 
that one of-the best plaoes to get on-th~job 
engineering experience Is in the U.S. Navy. A3 a 
commissioned officer in the Civil Engi~ Corps. 
[))n't let the word "civil" mislead you. The Navy's 
looking for applicants with degrees in electrical, 
mechanical, industrial, architectural, construction, 
nuclear and chemical engineering, too. 
The standards are high. And the opportunities 
impressive. You'll have a chance to travel. Stretch 
your mind. And get your hands on projects you 
couldn't expect to touch for years in civilian life. 
Think you measure up to a get-ahead job like this? Why. not find 0 . 
Call Lt. Chris Hau~ at (314) 268-2505 for details. 
ell Navy Civil Ji:ngi..--ieer Corps. 
UPI PreseDts 
THE 100% PATRIOTIC, TRUE-BLUE 
F~IDAY, 
JUNE 25th 
8:30 pIn 
$200 UMSL students ' 
$300 UMSL facu~ty/staff 
$400 . public 
J.e. PENNEY AUDITORIUM 
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WI~H SONGS, STORIES, GRAPHIC DISPLAYS AND SNAPPY SAYINGS 
• ABOUT THE NATION'S MOST MEMORABLE . 
MISERS • . trRDER RS, 'Rt1'llPS & 'RAUDS 
(PII~S["T C:OMP""Y txCf"fCO. or COURS£l 
A razzle-dazzle backward look at some of America' s most 
fascinating eccentrics (Lizzie Borden, Aimee Semple Macpherson, 
Emperor Norton , etc.) told in stories, pictures, films and songs by 
Michael Brown. A multi-media one-man extravaganza with full 
recorded orchestra accompaniment, film footage and fascinating 
slides. 
-
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
/ YOU ·CO·ULD BE tHIS MAN ... 
, . 
Oar .. an In w,U~ 
a mere .lnslg-
the 
_ Y.OU CAN,. 'tOO! 
. ' 
'. 
·'bdluence people. Mainly, 
come ~n- up' ~ Room 256, 
UnJv~nlty' ee .. ter, and' give 
as a b8Dd~ Just on out oar 
8hllp~e . application., and 
we'D 8OOD · haye ·yo~ . on 
yout way to unimaginable 
excitement. W-ho knows' 
Som~d.y YOB could be 
worklDI -JODI with. oar 
&tar reporte.- In 'SeeUIe. •• 
( 
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UYA active ,n renovation of area houses 
Lynn O'Shaughnessy 
A trespasser who stands in 
what was once a living room in 
an abandoned house in Walnut 
Park, can actually see the base-
ment through a burned out hole 
in the middle of the wooden 
floor. There's not much else to 
see in this white framed, farm 
styled house except broken-
glass, peeled paint and gaping, 
holes where pipes used to be. 
Despite the decrepit appear-
ance of this house on Geraldine 
Street, the Church and Com-
munity Organization in the Wal-
nut Park and Mark Twain area 
of the city, believe the looks of 
this house and others like it can 
be deceiving_ Rather than leave 
the area's abandoned eyesores 
to the mercy of vandels, CCO 
has decided to search St. Louis · 
for people who would like to 
restore the houses. With the aid 
of a $11 ,800 grant from the 
Community Development 
Agency , the CCO has committed 
itself to selling for the city 36 
abandoned houses all of which 
are structurally sound. Helping 
to market the project are two of 
UMSL's University Year for Ac-
tion students, Tom Yarbrough 
ami Dave Reese. 
Yarbrough, Reese, the four 
<:taff members and volunteers 
involved in the project, which 
goes by the name of • 'The Spirit 
~f yv aI-mark," are encouraging 
people to buy abandoned houses 
owned by the St. Louis Reu-
tilization Authority by offering 
them at rock bottom prices. 
Beginning May IS , the houses, 
all located in Walnut Park and 
Mark Twain, will be sold for one 
dollar while the property along 
the front will cost $20 per foot . 
The price tag of the average 
house, according to Yarbrough, 
will be $501. Buyers will not be 
strapped by any back taxes and 
each owner will be granted 2 
years to meet the Housing Code 
Standards. 
If someone is interested in one 
of the houses, whose doors will 
each be painted with a number 
from one to 36 - with the 
lowest numbers signifying the 
best houses, he or she must visit 
the CCO office for counseling, 
Yarbrough said. "We evaluate 
the needs of the family and if 
they qualify we help them se-
cure loans and help with the 
remodeling plans. " . 
There are two qualifications 
for purchasing a house. Because 
house investments total on the 
average $7500, Yarbrough said , 
prospective owners must be able 
to secure a loan. "We are really 
trying to bring more people 
above poverty level into the area 
who can buy a home and 
Summer trip to Mexico 
offers Spanish credit 
For the fifth consecutive year, 
an academic summer program in 
Mexico is being offered under 
the recognition of UMSL. 
This organized program will 
consist of 4 weeks of study and 
travel in Mexico, from June 10 
to July 6. It is directed towards 
high school and college students 
who would like to learn Spanish 
or advance their current know-
ledge of the language. Over two 
hundred students have taken 
part in this program during 
previous years. 
This summer's program will 
include 3 weeks of accredited 
instruction at Universidad Ibero-
americana in Mexico City. Var-
ious levels of Spanish instruction 
are being offered, as are courses 
in fine arts, history , political 
science, and sociology, al focus-
ing on Mexicana or Hespano-
American approaches to these 
SUbjects. 
Both college and high school 
credit can be received, according. 
to the numbers of hours of 
study, thanks to the sponsorship 
of the University of Missouri-St. 
Louis , Placement tests w.ell be 
given at the Universidad to place 
students in classes equal to their 
present proficiencies. 
The all-inclusive price for the 
trip, including tuition , room and 
board , al.ld all travelling ex-
penses will be approximately 
$499.00, depending on the size 
of the group and unforeseen cost 
increases. The round trip to 
Mexico City will be via Mexi-
cana Air Lines direct from 
Lambert Field, and all travelling 
within Mexico will be done by 
chartered buses. Luis Felipe 
Clay, Director for Summer Pro-
grams in Mexico, and an in-
structor in UMSL's Foreign Lan-
guage Department, is confident 
that everyone will find this 
package extremely inexpensive 
for all that it offers. 
Room and board will be ar-
ranged in private homes of 
middle-class families in Mexico 
City, with roommates chosen 
from the travel group. Three 
meals per day will be provided 
and the students will experience 
the warmth of a family environ-
ment, which greatly promotes 
and strengthens the student's 
daily use of Spanish in real-life 
situations. 
The trip is fully supervised by 
several teachers of the St. Louis 
area ,who will be participating as 
counselors. Supervision is Mex-
lCo Will also be provided by the 
individual homes and the Uni-
versidad Iberoamericana. 
' Interested students and par-
ents may obtain further infor-
mation and/ or applications 
forms , by calling Luis Felipe 
Clay at 453-5833 between 9 am -
5 pm. A list of schools which' 
have participated in the program , 
in previous years is available to 
those interested. 
classifieds 
maintain it," Yarbrough said. stay in the area permanently and 
The staff also pays close at- build homes . Today, Walnut 
tention to' family size. "We are ' Park is an integrated neighbor-
not going to overcrowd these hood with many of its white 
houses, " Yarbrouhgh added. In- citizens in retirement. 
dividuals who are not eligible to "We are not trying to change 
buy one of the houses, will be the racial make up of the neigh-
able to use CCO ' s housing borhood ," Yarbrough empha-
referral service which is also sized. "The prospective cus-
new. tomers we hope to draw are not 
Because of what Yarbrough _ the type of people attracted to 
termed as the unique nature of Lafayette Square." The people 
the neighborhood, CCO has en- home shopping in Walnut Park, 
countered problems not associ- Yarbrough observed, • 'want a 
ated with other homesteading house they can live in, not one 
projects. "Unlike houses on Laf- that is a status symbol or a 
ayette Square or the West museum." You don' t have to 
End," Yarbrough observed, join a club to get into one our 
"the houses in Walnut Park houses," he added. 
have no historical value, archi- CCO, Yarbrough said, hopes 
tectural significance, or aesthetic to interest residents living on 
appeal." Most of the houses the fringe of the suburbs to 
lining the streets of the neigh- settle in Walnut Park which runs 
borhood stand one story tall, along Jenning's city limits. St. 
have two or three bedrooms a.nd Louis police and firemen and 
sit on small lots. city school teachers who, Yar-
Walnut Park's history is also brough believes, all have a 
unique . At the turn of the vested interest in living in the 
century, Walnut Park sprung up city are also the target of the 
around the area's two ceme- project. One group however is 
teries , Calvary and Bellefon- not welcome. Land speculators 
taine, both of which were started are warned to stay away. 
in 1849 to accomodate the over- Yarbrough and Reese, who in 
flow of victims of St. Louis's the last month have taken an 
1849 plague. intensive crash course in hous-
In 1893 the railroad' s Benton ing redevelopment and home-
Bellefontaine line reached all the steading by telephoning and 
way out to the cemeter.es and visiting endless housing authori-
some of the Sunday picnicers ties, are beginning to launch the 
and grave visitors decided to project's pUblicity campaign. 
"We plan to tap all the free 
sources of publicity," Yarbrough 
said which includes the com-
munity newspapers, dailies and 
the TV and radio. The two have 
been compiling mailing lists of 
potential customers and have 
designed a Spirit of Wal-Mark 
booth which will travel to this 
summer ' s endless parade of 
community festivals . 
The key to success of the 
program, Yarbrough believes, is 
community support. One reason 
HUD has failed in sorrle of its 
renewal projects, he suggests, is 
because it never asked the 
community for help. " Ours is a 
grassroots affair though and we 
consider this very important. 
The people of CCO initiated the 
plan themselves - its a strong 
community organization and 
people here tend to take care of 
themselves. " 
Does Yarbrough predict suc-
cess for the program? "If we 
sell all the houses it will be a 
miracle, if we sell ten houses it 
will be an outrageous success , if 
we sell one house it will be a 
success because we've done 
something positive." 
The project will not die when 
all 36 of the houses have been 
disposed of. From now on all 
abandoned houses turned over 
to the St. Louis Reutilization 
Authority will in tum be passed 
on to CCO to sell . 
REJOICING IN SPRING: These students moved out Into the sunshine to celebrate the usual rites of 
spring. [Photo by Steve PIper) 
Support The 
Defense 
League 
7918 Watson Road 
961·4074 
:SPECIAL COUPON 
SUNDA'{ 
May 2nd 
Breckenr idge Inn 
1335 So. Lindbergh 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Ballroom 
OILS..... GRAPHICS .. 
CHAMPAGNE 
EXHIBITION 1:00PM. 
AUCTION 2:30 PM. 
EE 
ORIGINAL 
FREE ADMISSION 
REFRESHMENTS 
MASTER CHARGE 
AMER. EXPRESS 
BANKAMERICARD 
GRAPHIC 
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Living underground: a home of the future 
Finally, Frank feels tha~ un-
derground living utilizes the 
natural temperatures and heat-
ing of the earth. As a result, the 
savings can be very advan-
tageous to the homeowner. 
Mike BU88 
Many think that living under-
ground is strictly for gophers nd 
worms. However, through the 
use of solar energy and the 
natural attibutes of the earth , 
Harry Frank feels that he a nd 
his family can live \U1derground 
safely and comfortably. 
Frank is a junior business 
major at UMSL. Aside from an 
avid interest in " Star Trek," he 
had little interest in solar energy 
until the fall of 1974. " I became 
interested in underground living 
and solar energy when I took a 
course called Urban Geology at 
UMSL," he said. "Dr. Larry Lee 
(the instructor) presented facts 
and statistics on solar energy 
and the earth which appeared 
'very logical. I researched his 
findings and have been inter-
ested in solar energy ever 
since. " 
Copper & Brass, and ReY'lolds 
Aluminum. 
Frank' s proposed living quar-
ters have all the comforts of 
home with a unique twist. The 
house would contain a solar 
heating system, a recycling sys-
tem , and a special sewage 
system. Frank feels that this 
technology results in a better 
built house. 
What motivates a person to 
Ii~e underground? Frank cites 
three reasons why a person 
might want to "keep his head 
down." 
" The University of Minnesota 
built an experimental under-
ground house," he said. "Ac-
cording to their findings, about 
30 per cent of the gas costs and 
7.0 per cent of the electric costs 
were saved through the natural 
heating process of underground 
living. These savings are obvi-
ously to the homeowner' s bene-
fit. ' , 
Frank and his family have 
discussed with engineers and 
contractors the most feasible lo-
cation for thier underground 
home. " The house must be built 
in an unincorporated area of the 
county," he said. "Because of 
its abnormal nature, the house 
must be certified by an engineer 
in order for it to be approved .' 
Because of the house ' s unu-
sual state, Frank and his family 
plan to install certain safety 
precautions. " The house is 
made of concrete and steel with 
walls two feet thick," he said . 
"There will be a corrigated steel 
and concrete roof covered by two 
feet 'of dirt above the living 
quarters. All the wood, paint, 
and wallpaper would be made of 
fireproof materials. Also, we are 
creating escape hatches at vari-
ous locations in the event that 
:an escape would 'be necess~rY . 
~gineers tell us of many pre-
cautions to be taken , but these 
are the most basic. " 
Frank con~ders himself a 
trendsetter in underground 
Iiying. "I have two basic goals ," 
he said. "The first is that I want 
, this house to be at least 80 per 
cent solar heated. The second is 
to create a system that would 
recycle a minimum of 90 per 
cent of sewage. If these two 
goals can be accomplished, then 
I feel a big step toward under-
ground living will have been 
made. " 
Underground living may be-
come the new alternative style to 
living . However , once it is 
accepted as the "house of the 
future," some feel it may not go 
)n the market because it is too 
efficient. Although Frank agrees 
~ with this he does feel the system 
is a stable investment. " Invest-
ing in solar energy and under-
ground housing is sound and 
logical ," he predicts . " There is 
no way this can always remain a 
novelty. The actual date when 
this system will be totally accep-
ted is unknown, but it will 
happen." 
According to Frank, solar 
. energy is using the sun to heat a 
house , generate electricity, or 
create methane (natural gas). 
Today's solar energy market is 
seen as a steadily developing big 
business where the development 
of products is of primary em-
phasis. Many large companies 
are expanding into this market, 
among them are such firms as 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Olin 
The first is the cost. "Accord-
ing to the engineers our family 
has spoken to," he said, "it 
would cost 25-40 per cent less to 
live underground than the con-
ventional method. This savings 
would be from two sources. Firs 
the material would be inexpen- . 
sive and flexible. Second, an 
experienced labor force would 
not be needed for construction 
and maintenance . 
The second advantage of un-
derground living cited by Frank 
is the stability of the house. 
"Because of its concrete and 
steel building materials, " he 
said, "an underground house 
would be much sturdier than the 
standard house. This is an 
obvious advantage in light of 
earthquakes, tornadoes and 
other natural disasters." 
FEATURES J 
·Students to sta, in T. V. show 
make tll1S 
Summer 
Exciting! 
in St.Louis 
Some students may be sur-
prised to see several familiar 
UMSL faces on tele ision this 
summer. A selection of students 
will be working with the KTVI-
channel 2 network on a new 
consumer outlook program. A 
different panel of four students 
will appear on each program. 
Although Jerry Leyshock, a 
sophomore speech major will 
never be seen on the program 
he will be the most active. 
::5FtY with MARK-AERO 
School ' of Aeronautics 
Offering Instruction Toward All 
Pilot Ratings from Beginner to 
Advanced 
eniently Located at Lambert 
International Airport 
FAA Approved Phone 895-3444 
The program is presently in 
developmental stages, but there 
should be a pilor show by mid or 
late May. Jerry said, "Channel 
2 is trying to get an honest face 
image." One of the purposed of 
this show is to aid them in 
achieving this goal. This basic 
format is this: Groups of four 
students will take household 
products ' into their homes for 
three weeks to test them. Each 
Mallnckrodt Programming BOard & Student' Union 
~n conjunction with Reggae Ltd. present 
S day . 
in the Green 
MeCoy, Tyner' 
EDlOlylou .. U 'arris 
& ' The Hot Band 
Jerry Jeff Walker 
- & The Lost Gonzo Band 
dean..,Lue Ponty 
3rd Cirerut n' Spirit 
. Seeond Sight 
, Sunday, May 2 , l-p.m .. 
Wash U Tickets A avaBable at: 
Quadrangle 
(Francis Field in case of rain) 
$5.50 general advance 
$6 .50 for all at the door 
UMSl Information Desk 
Mallinckrodt Box Office 
5t. louis Univ. 
, Information Desk 
Peaches (two locations) 
student will ,have to write up 
the results, including likes and 
dislikes. Then, they will be on a 
program to discuss the product. 
Each week one ma'or and three 
or four minor products will be 
discussed. Sometimes the test-
ing will be spontane~us; the 
students will be given several 
brands of a product to try. Jerry 
said, "If they're testing marg-
arines and one tastes like vase-
line then, they'll just say, 'It 
tastes like vaseline.'" 
Right now Jerry's job is to 
find students interested in being 
on the program. He said, "So 
far I've gotten 32 interested stu-
dents, but it's getting harder 
and harder to contact people. 
He believes that later his job 
will probably involve buying and 
distributing the products to the ' 
students. During the taping 
Jerry will work as assistant pro-
ducer. He said that he knows he 
has a lot of work coming up. 
He seems very excited about . 
it, expecially when he tells how 
he got the job. "I was just in the 
right spot at the right time. One 
day I was up in Dennis Donham, 
the Dean of of Student Affairs' 
office trying to find out about '" 
getting a job at Disneyworld 
. playing the piano. He asked me 
if I knew a lot of students up 
here because he .needed on guy 
to get 50 to 100 people together 
, for this program." 
Jerry was obviously, a good 
choice because he has a very 
ou.tgoing character and anyone 
who walks a sh'ort distance 
across campus with him can see 
that he knows a lot of people. As 
any UMSL student knows it's 
not easy to make friends at 
UMSL, but Jerry said, "I love 
this school. I just kept saying 
'Hi' to people and eventualh' 
they started saying 'Hi' back." . 
Jerry enjoys meeting people 
and being around KTVI give~ 
hime the opportunity to meet 
some interesting ones. Th~ on-
the-air-talent for the program is 
Gene Randall. The producer is 
Jim Kleoppel. Through ' working 
with Jim Kleoppel, Jerry has 
met Gene Tuck and Robin Smith 
He said, "It's really something 
because they're all professional:; 
And Jim treats me' like a real 
good friend . " 
Jerry said that Jim directs a 
choir at a church downtown; on 
Easter the piano player couldn't 
make it, so Jim asked Jerry to 
fill-in. "You know it's almost as 
if someone up there is looking 
down on me - it's scarey 
almost," he laughed 
Jerry will probably get 3 hours 
of credit in communications 
through this program. He feels 
he'll gain more than that from 
the experience. He said, " Some 
thing might come out of this for 
the future." 
Car Repairs Too High? 
Do many things yourself. 
, Come on in. Let us help. 
Sign up now for your Discount Card 
and save 25% to 40%. 
We handle a' full line of Quality 
replacement parts, fully guaranteed 
by the manufacturer. 
Alternators and starters are a 
specialty. Saue on our low priced 
replacement units. 
, Gabriel Striders .. buy 3 get 4 ! 
HI! JACKERS great buys in shocks 
* where * 
Mobile Parts Co. Inc. 
' 8~39 Natural Bridge 
383-4990 Pine Lawn, Mo. 383-499~ 
.' 
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Now you can work exponent 
. . 
plus. statistics; business 
. 
powerful p·reprogr 
Perhaps the most useful . 
calculator ever designed for 
scientists and engi~eers. 
Master Charge 
, 
The enormous variety of preprogrammed functions on the 
HP-27-more than Hewlett-Packard has ever made 
available in one pocket calculator-gives you solutions to 
Virtually every calculation required in science and business 
management. 
28 exponenti • log and trig fun4:tio1u 
* 
The HP-27 gives you all the most-used exponential. "log " 
and trig functions-including sines. cosines. tan~nts ana 
their inverses in thre~ angular modes; natural and common 
logs and antt-logs; pi; related arithmetic functlons;coordinatt 
conversions; angle conversion. angle addition and sub-
traction. 
. --
....... , ..... , ... .. n.-. 
15 important statistical functions-
. all preprogranuned: 
Many statistical functions useful in both science and 
business are provided by the HP-27-including three new 
functions variance, correlation coefficient and normal 
distnbutlon Summations of data points are stored for easy 
access. What's rflore. you can adjust or correct input data 
without having to repeat an enttre calculation. Once your 
data is keyed in. you can calculate the means. standard 
deviations and variances tor two variables You can also 
calculate linear regression. linear estimates and the corre-
lation coefficient for two variables. In addition, you can 
calculate the density function and upper-tail area under a 
normal distribution curve. 
10 valuable financial fundions-
all pr program ------
For cOhvenience in solVing both personal and job related 
business problems- such as mortgages, compound' 
Interests and sinking funds-all fundamental financial 
functions are preprogrammed into the HP-27 to eliminate 
the need for bulky book of equations and interest tables. 
Two new preprogrammed functtons-net pres f t value- -
and internal rate of return for uneven cash flows-facili 
tate capital budgeting and resource allocation. In addition. 
the HP-21 QrovJdes three se rate percentage funchons 
for ease in calculating marg s kups, discounts. per-
cents of totals. etc. 
6 ch~ar' g options give you flexible use of m . es.· 
WIth the CL .' key, you can clear the display on y. Y, u can 
clear all four memories of the operational stack with the 
STK key. The last six addressable memories. which are used 
for statistICS, a e cleareo with the 1; key The R,J:G key cl ars 
all ten addressable memories. all five fmanciaT memories 
and the last-x memory. Or you can clear the sta us of 
the finanCial memories with the RESET key. In addition. 
you can dear the prefix keys with the key labeled PREFIX. 
... "" .. . , ............ " . $200' H."'. " ~"c~ "~p 
........ ~ . , 1 .... <. .. ... or. 
Complete with 
manual . battery pack . 
recharging unit and 
carrying case. 
'Suggested reta il price . continental U .S .A. . 
Alaska and Hawaii. 
" 
ceptional memory capaci~ 
and vers tile op,rating options 
for even greater convenience. 
The HP 27 Scientific/Plus gives you all the advantages 
of expanded memory capaCity. selective memory clearing 
and three display modes 
HEWLETT] 
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• 
ai, log and trig problellls -
nd finance - all 011 one 
IIlllled calculator~ 
BankAwericard ' ·27 s rt rk of a · de ra ge of problems 
you face every d y. 
20 m mories Ip sim lily yo r most 
difficult calculations. 
In addition to the 5 fmanclal memories. the 4 operational 
stack memories and a Jast-x memory. the HP-27 provides 10 
addressable memonesJor data storage. This large memory 
capacitY lets you make highly complex and lengthy calcu-
lations with ease and assurance Displayed values may be 
stored in any addressable memory and later reca led to the 
display In addition. register arithmetic can be performed 
on all ten addressable memories. 
PACKA RD 
BAHKAMERICAlID 
The new HP-27 Scientific/Plus is the most powerful 
preprogrammed pocket calculalor Hewlett-Packard has 
ever built. 
Its highly sophisticated design effectively integrates 
every.significant scientific and financial function-and 
thus eliminates the need for two separate calculators 
The extraordinary versatility of the HP-27 will be 
extremely valuable to any scientist or engineer whose 
responsibilities ex end into targeting, budgets. cost analysis 
and other financial and forecasting considerations 
e pow • 
, The HP-27 gives you all the most-used statistical and 
financial functions. including five new functions never 
~fore.made available on an HP pocket calculator-
variance. correlation coefficient. normal distribution net 
present value and internal rate of return for uneven cash 
flows 
. W!t~ the rem~rkable HP-27. you can handle not only 
SCientifiC calculations but other vital calculations you need 
to arrive at intel ligent financial decisions and 
recommendations. '" 
All the fundamental scienti fic. statistical and fmancial 
functions are preprogrammed and permanently stored 10 
th HP·27. All you have to do is key m your data. press the 
~ppropnat~ function keys and see your answer displayed 
In seconds 
And for added convenience. the HP-27 prOVides an 
exceptionally large memory capacity. flexible display 
controls and selective clearing options 
-t rofessio allo . syst 
giv a fI xi .. , p e. 
Compared to algebraiC logiC the RPN logiC y tem IS 
faster mor.'" effiCient and mor versatll In solVing ihe 
complex problem faced by todays profeSSionals In 
sCience and finance For most alculatrons It reqUires 
fewer keystrokes You don t need parentheSIS keys and you 
don ne d to keep track of compllcat d hierarchies In er- . 
mediate an wers are displayed and stored automatl ally In 
an operational stack of. tour memones-so you never need 
to wYlte t em down an n k errors A because only 
intermediate results are stored the size and compleXity of 
problems that can be handled With RPN logic are Virtually 
unhml ed 
cimal, sci tific or 
III fixed deCimaI'. the most commonly used notation you 
can dl::;play between 0-9 place to the right of the deCImal 
point Whenever the value I too large or too small to be 
displayed in fixed notation. the Isplayautomatically 
changes to SCientific notation In SCIentifiC notation, useful 
when working With very large or small numbers values are 
displayed With a Single digit to the left of the deCimal POlOt 
followed by up to seven digits to the nght. and a two-dlglt 
exponent In engIneering notation. useful In worklOg With 
many Units of measure, such as kilo (103), nano (10-9 ). etc .• 
values are displayed with exponents that are multiples of 3, 
The 216-page Owners Handbook. 
The Owners Handbook for the new HP-27 
Scientific/Plus is one of the most extensive and 
detailed texts ever published for a pocket calcu-
lator. It covers every aspect of operation- includ-
ing a clear description of the RPN Logic System-
with valuable suggestions for maximum efficiency 
in use. Nearly half the book is devoted to practical 
applications of the HP-27 in mathematics. statistics. navigation. 
surveying' and finance. Formulas for each of the preprogrammed 
functions in the HP-27 are provided for easy reference. 
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Thursday 
GALLERY 210: "Aspects of 
American Photography, 1976".' 
will be on ex1ilbit ttom 1 to 
7:30 in room 2tO .Lucas Hall. 
lIZ ... ~.IQ/Al!I'f7b<!P 
/ 
STUDENT TICKET SALES: 
St. Louis Symphony student 
tickets , will for the 1975-76 
season will be sold from 11 to 1 
in the University Center lobby. 
MEETING: The Feminist Al-
liance will meet at 3 pm in room 
107 Benton Hall. 
MEETING: The Bible Study 
Group will meet at 11:40 in room 
266 University Center. 
Tuesday 
" 
GALLERY 210: Paintings, 
crafts and sculptures produced 
by UMSL art classes (1975-76) 
will be one exhibit from 10 to 
7:30 in room 210 Lucas Hall. 
MEETING: The Non-Sectarian 
Bible Club will meet at noon in 
room IS5 University Center. 
MEETING: The Campus Cru-
sade for Christ will meet at 
12:30 in room 121 J .C. Penney. Saturday 
Wednesday 
FILMS: Three Firesign 
Theater Films will be shown at 
8:30 in the University Center 
Lounge . The films are sponsored 
by the Freek Week Armadillo. 
Protection League. 
·Friday 
FU'\f: " The Great Waldo 
Peppcr" will be shown at 8 pm 
,II room 101 Stadler Hall. Admi-
ssion is $.75 with an UMSL ID. 
STUDENT TICKET SALES: 
'it. Louis Symphony student 
tickcts for the 1975-76 season 
will be sold from 11 to 1 in the 
University Center lobby. 
THEATER: The Spanish Club 
will present a Spanish play, "La 
Uegada" at 8 pm in the J.e. 
Penney Auditorium. Admission 
is $1.25. 
BASEBALL: EdwardsvilIe 
Tournament. 
GOLF: The Cougar Classic 
will be held at 1 pm at SIU/ Ed-
wardsville. 
MEETING: The Bible Study 
group will meet at 8:30 in room 
266 University Center. 
SEMINAR: A Chemistry/ 
Physics seminar will be held at 3 
pm in room 120 Bellton Hall. 
THEATER: The University 
Players Improvisational Theater 
will be presented at 4 pm in the 
University Center Lounge. 
FILM: "French Commentary 
on the Paintings and Poetry of 
Henri Michaux" will be shown 
at 12:40 in room 100 Clark Hall. 
FILM: "The Great Waldo 
Pepper" will be shown at 8 pr.n 
in room 101 Stadler Hall. Ad-
mission is S.75 , with an UMSL 
10. 
WORKSHOJ»: The Communi-
ve~sity will sponsor a figure 
drawing workshop at 9 am in 
room 133 SSBE. 
THEATER: The Spanish Club 
will present a Spanish play, " La 
LJegada" at 8 pm in the J.C. 
Penney Auditorium. Admission 
is S1.25. 
BASEBALL: Edwardsville 
Tournament. 
GOLF: The Cougar Classic 
will be held at 1 pm at SIU/Ed-
wardsville. 
MEETING: The St. Louis As-
sociation of Wargamer~ will hold 
a meeting at 10:30 in room 222 
J .C. Penne),. 
CONCERT: The University 
Orchestra and Chorus will give a 
concert at 8 pm in the Multi-
Purpose Building. 
BASEBALL ; Edwardsville 
Tournament. 
Monday 
BASEBALL: Rivermen vs . 
Washington University at 3:30. 
The game will be held at 
Washington University. 
TENNIS: UMSL vs. Concordia 
Seminary at 1 pm at Concordia. 
JOIN THE MEDIA 
.. 
The UMSL CURRENT needs new staff 
members for ' next semester. Newspaper work 
is both rewarding and aggr~vating, anc;l if you 
.-
think it might be right for you, come up and 
apply. We need people to work. in virtually 
every phase of the business, some (barely) 
paying positions are available. Fill out an 
/ 
application at room 256~ University Center or 
call 453-517·4 for more information. 
, 
_ WRITERS CARTOONISTS LA YOUr TECHNICIANS PHOTOGRAPHERS 
SPORTS WRITERS COPYREADERS AD .PERSONNEL NEWSPERSONS 
PRODUCTION PEOPLE REPORTERS ARTISTS MUCH, MUCH MORE 
GALLERY 210: Paintings, 
crafts, and sculptures produced 
by UMSL art classes (1975-76) 
will be on exhibit from 10 to 
7:30 in room 210 Lucas Hall. 
BASEBALL: Rivermen vs. St. 
Louis University at 2 pm. The 
game will be held at ABC Park. 
MEETING: The Campus Cru-
sade for Christ . will hold a 
meeting at 12:30 in room 121 
J.C. Penney. 
AWARDS RECEPTION: The 
Student Affairs Committee will 
sponsor an awards reception at 3 
pm in room 78 J.C. Penney. 
Thu~sday 
MEETING: The UMSL Senate 
will meet at 3 pm in room 222 
J .C. Penney. 
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-Dodt let the price of 
a college education 
stop you. 
The price of a college education is sky rock t- -
ing. Fortunately the Air Force had done e-
thing to catch up with it. For the first t' e, the 
6500 Air Force ROTC Scholarships include 
the 2-year program, for both men and women. 
If you can qualify, the Air Force will pay for 
the remainder of your college education. Not 
only do ROTC 2-year college scholarships 
cover full tuition, but reimbursement for text-
books, lab and incidental fees , as well as a tax-
free monthly allowance of $ JOO. 
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and 
enroll in the Air Force ROTC at 652·1022 
----Captain Steven C. Walker ----
It's a great way to finish your col1ege educa-
tion in the money, and enjoy a future where 
the sky's nO limit ... as an officer in the Air 
Force. 
Air Force ROle 
WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
,IdSL CURRENT April 29, 1976 Page IS 
Central Council is looking for students to fill vacancies on the followoing boards 
and committees for the 76-77 school year. If interested please fill our out the 
following and turn in to the Information Desk, University Center or mail to 
Central Council, 213 E Administration Building, UMSL 
Name __________________ _ Student number _________ _ 
Address ___________________________________________________________________ __ 
Phone 
-Any special qualifications or comments: 
Student Court (five justices needed to adjudicate traffic ticket appeals) 
___ Univ'ersity Program Board (five students needed to plan programming events funded 
through student activities fee, i.e. movies, lectures, concerts, etc.) 
___ University Center Advisory Board (six students to aid in formulating policy governing the 
"lU niversity Center, i.e. Bookstore, Cafeteria, lounge, etc .) 
Central Council Committees 
______ Administrative (Handles Co'uncil elections and by-law . revisions) 
____ Course Evaluation (administers project by the same name) 
____ .Curriculum (deals with ,proposals for curriculum changes) 
_...;... __ Grie.vances (handles student complaints) 
. , 
____ Publicicity and Commu'nications (responsible for publicizing council and campus events) 
/ 
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Watergate movie floods 
cinema with success 
Paul Fey 
"All the President's Men" 
could very easily have been a 
disaster. The task was incredibly 
difficult to avoid jumping onto 
the public's emotional band-
wagon and stoking the fire of 
already-bitter feelings toward 
Richard Nixon and his Adminis-
tration, while glorifying the all-
righteous press. 
The selection of the cast only 
added to this potential danger: 
Robert Redford and Dustin 
Hoffman would play the crusa-
ding Bob Woodward and Carl 
Bernstein , bringing down the 
evil Watergate conspirators 
through investigative reporting, 
and then ride off into the sunset. 
It seemed impossible that the 
smiling faces of Redford and 
Hoffman. could play the Wash-
ington Post reporters and be 
anything less !.han pretentious in 
telling the tate of how the 
Watergate story -broke. But it 
worked. 
Warner Brothers ' ' .' All the 
President's Men" is a power-
fully good ftlm mainly because 
of its strict adherence to ac-
curacy and its utter avoidance of 
pretentious glorification. 
Ben Bradlee brings out this fact. 
The hard-nosed, experienced 
Bradlee is held almost in awe by 
his reporters, as well as by the 
viewer. It is Bradlee who puts 
their story in perspective: "All 
that depends on this is the First 
Amendment to the Constitution, 
freedom of the press, and maybe 
the whole damn future of this 
county," he says. "Not that any 
of these things matter, but if 
you guys fuck up again, I'm 
gonna be mad." 
This low-key, nervously hu-
mourous tension displayed by 
Bradlee is indicative of the 
film's overall tone. Director Alan 
J. Pakula's well-paced handling 
of the suspenseful sequences, as 
well as the thoughtful guidance 
of his actors, is what makes the 
film what Producer Redford 
wanted: a detective film of the 
highest caliber. 
Pakula's handling of the 
"Woodstein" team' s endless 
telephone and legwork which 
slowly solved the Watergate 
puzzle is brilliant. He uses sharp 
juxtaposition of the visually-
jarring brightness of the news-
room with the suspensefully 
dark Washington streets to em-
phasize the harsh reality of the 
news world, and the mysterious 
field from which the . reporters 
must gather information. (I, I 
,~ I 
"ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN": Jason Robards plays the Washington Post EdItor Ben Bradlee, 
[top] and Dustin Hoffman and Robert Redford as Bernstein and Woodward discuss Watergate over 
McDonald's cheeseburgers. rWarner Brothers Photo] 
Credit for this belongs to 
many individuals. William 
Goldman's. script offers a light 
touch , accurately offering the 
newsroom humor which accom-
panies the heavy seriousness of 
such subject matter. More im-
portantly, the script shows 
Woodward . and Bernstein accu-
rately, as young reporters out 
for a big story, rather than as 
the champions of fair govern-
ment they might easily have 
seemed. 
Excellent acting reinforced 
this aspect. Redford and Hoff-
man show great sensitivity in 
portraying the hungry reporters. 
Redford, as the self·controlled 
Woodward, and Hoffman, as the 
brassy Bernstein, play reporters, 
not heroes. Jason Robards' per-
formance as Executive Editor 
Overall, the film is a powerful 
one. In somehow managing to 
avoid pretentiousness, it does 
even more in the process. It 
offers the viewer a fair! and 
generally accurate chronicle of 
the events leading to tl'ie down-
fall of the Nixon administration. 
It takes a story whose every 
viewer already knows the out-
come, and turns it into one of 
the best detective stories of 
recent times. And, perhap~ most 
significantly, it shows the tre-
mendous potential power of film 
as a form of news analysis 
media . 
ISpace Wish': more than an old fable 
Lucy Zapf · 
Billed as a space age fairytale, 
Space Wish was more of an old 
fable put into rock concert form . 
A combination live concert, 
comedy and the photographic 
arts performance, Space Wish 
was musically outstanding but 
visually disppointing. 
Featuring Maiden Voyage, a 
locally based rock group, Space 
Wish was presented Friday, 
April 23 in the J.C. Penney 
Auditorium by the University 
Program Board. And although 
Penney Auditorium is rather 
small for a full rock band, 
Maiden Voyage did an admir-
able job in keeping the volume 
at a comfortable level. 
Space Wish is in fact a rock 
concert with a storyline added to 
tie the songs to a central theme. 
The old • Tudor the Turtle and 
Mr. Wizard" cartoon is used to 
present the age-old dilema of 
man. Tudor is not content to 
remain a lowly turtle and con-
vinces Mr. Wizard to make him 
an astronaut. But, faced with 
disillusionment of fame, Tudor 
must decide whether to continue 
flying, or retire as his wife 
demands more of his time. 
All members of Maiden Voy-
age perform well. But especially 
worth noting is Al Oxenhandler 
as Ze Vizrd and Ch~die Morris 
as Tudor the Spaceman. 
Oxenhandler plays the wiz-
ard's absentmindedness and 
greed to perfection, hamming it 
up in the opening numbers. His 
costume, like all of the bands, 
was beautiful. The wand which 
he carried, sending out light at 
just the right moments was a . 
marvelous effect. But behind 
these stage tricks was a quality 
musician with an excellent voice. 
•• Saturn Booster" written by 
Oxenhandler , was a fantastic 
parody of fifties rock, and his 
performance of it would have 
put Elvis to shame. 
In contrast, Morris's portrayal 
of Tudor the Spaceman was the 
the epitome of Mr. Cool. The 
fact that Morris looks like Robert 
Redford, especially in the slides 
which were shown of hime, did 
not hurt this image. His rendi-
tion of Nilsson's "Spaceman" 
was extremely effective and al-
most moving. 
However all was not perfect 
with the overall presentation of 
Space Wish. The visuals, while 
photographically well done, did 
not constitute a media presen-
tation. Also, this reviewer likes 
to see performers when they are 
JESUS NEEDS YOU!! 
WE NE ED YOU to serve 
as a SISTER of the 
PRECIOUS BLOOD as nurse 
teacher, counselor, 
cook, missionary, 
social worker, 
artist; la..,vye( 
~.~ etc. , etc. 
WRITE : 
Sister Luella 
, S 5890 Eichelberge'1 . 
St. Louis, MO 
63109 
on stage. The lighting was such 
that, besides numerous black-
outs, at least two members of 
the band were never visible. 
Grow with the Breckenridge Hotel Coorporation. 
® 
HOTEL & RESTAURANT 
OPPORTUNITIES! 
Our continued growth and expansion has created a numbel of career opportunities for people who 
w~nt to grow with us. If you are ambitious and wish to join a fine hotel company, we want to talk 
With you. We have opportunities.for a number of full-time year-round positions: 
• Cooks & Apprentice Cooks 
• Baker & Butcher 
• Pantry Personnel 
• Dining Room Managers 
• Hosts - Hostesses 
• Waiters - Waitresses 
• Cocktail Waitresses 
• Bartenders 
• Maids - Housekeepers 
Experience not necessary, we will train. Employment will begin in mid-May. Apply in strict 
confidence. Come to the personnel office, Breckenridge Inn of the Spanish Pavillion, southside 
entrance, (Stadium side). 
Office Hours: Monday through Friday 8:30 to 5:30 Saturday 9 to 12 noon. 
BRECKENRIDGE 
HOTELS' CORP. -
Ragtime renews an era 
of past river life today· 
_______ '_____ includes a brilliant rendition of ' Hardwick's playing is matched 
Mark Henderson the Spanish flamenco, " Male- by his humor. His drum solo 
Ragtime. American music . 
Scott Joplin was the king. Yes, 
but " Jelly Roll" was a great one 
too. " Jelly Roll?" Yes, "Jelly 
Roll " Morton , give me a piano 
and I' ll show you what I mean. 
Ragtime; in all its funfilled 
splendor, playing down on the 
riverfront , down on the Lt. 
Robert E. Lee. 
That was great. Do you know 
" Lollopops?" C'mon guys, "The 
Tiger Rag." The moon reflects 
in the water; a trip to the past a 
music plays. 
Classical ragt ime, bluegrass, 
and Dixieland can all be heard 
on the levee five nights a week 
until 1 am up in front in the bow 
of the old boat. And the band 
stirring life in the gloomy "night 
life" of modem St. Louis is the 
"Tin Rainbow Ragtimers." 
guena." explores the history 'of the 
On the ragtime piano, the drummer and his instruments, 
essential instrument of the per- with a big surprise at the end. 
' iOO, is Steve Pistorius , a native All three sing in tight har-
of New Orleans. who doubles on mony, and include some off-beat 
string bass. Pistorius' repertoire specialty songs such as "Hug-
leans heavily on, but not re- gin ' and a Chaikin' ," and " Your 
stricted to, " Jelly Roll" Morton Baby 's Gone Down the Plug 
and Scott Joplin. Hole, " as well as original works, 
Each night he plays a piano most prominently, " One Time 
solo (his selection varies from Lady - Delta Queen," written 
time to time) and is both while the band was forming on 
amusing ' and astounding when the Queen. 
playing "The Tiger Rag." PiS-I The evening is both enter-
.tori us, amazingly enough, does taining and educational, for the 
not read music. groups explains the history of 
On drums, doubling on har- almost every single work of 
monica and guitar , is Dick serious ragtime it plays. Go on 
Hardwick from Greencastle, In- down to the levee for a great 
diana. Hardwick's style is one evening of remembering an era 
of fundamental rightness, He is not so long ago. No cover charge 
both an accomplished accomp- on the boat, the band will be at 
anist and showman, and knows the Lt. Robert E. Lee through 
the correct time for each. August. 
The personality of the group, 
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The group's specialty is clas-
sical ragtime, and one has to go 
a long way to hear it played 
better . • 
Although together a relatively 
short time, forming late last year 
onboard the "Delta Queen," the 
"Tin Rainbow Ra~timers" trio 
has jelled into a very tight and 
excellent band bridging the 
areas of music up to the birth of 
jazz. These three young men are 
far beyond performers; each is 
an entertainer in every sense of 
the word. 
John Denver: simplicitY'at its best 
The band is led by Doug 
"Lucky" Mattocks, originally 
from Jacksonville, North Caro-
lina, who is a self-taught mu-
sician. Highly versatile, Mat-
tocks plays in the course of the 
evening guitar and all three 
types of banjo, the five-string, 
tenor and plectrum. Mattocks 
also plays the mandolin. 
Mattocks is one of a very few 
banjoists who can make the in-
strument sound romantic. His 
solo on plectrum banjo (a banjo 
solo is unthinkable to most mu-
sicians) is truly the musical 
J1i~hli~ht of the evening. and 
Mark Henderson 
Some musicians and singers, 
, especially those in the rock field , 
need a gimmick for a concert to 
work, such as colored smoke, 
dueling with guitars, or dying 
their hair green. The ability to 
draw an audience filling the 
Arena with everyone close 
enough to the performer that 
one feels right in the per-
former's living room, however, 
takes talent. 
i\ That kind of talent is what 
makes John Denver and his con-
certs so great, Before the con-
cert, everyone is aware of the 
sell-out crowd, the noise, the 
excitement, but by the time 
Denver's charm has finished the 
audience is oblivious to all 
,except the man and his music. 
Last Saturday night the Blonde 
singer sang for nearly two 
hours , without a dull mom~nt, 
and without a single gimmick, 
just himself and four other 
musicians. 
Denver opened his concert 
with one of his best-liked songs, 
written for his wife, "For ' An 
nie." He closed it with his first· 
hit single, "Take Me Home, 
Country Roads," and in between 
Denver 'sang some of !lis earlier 
s!>ngs, some brand new ones 
from his new album not yet 
released, and told stories that 
kept the audience laughing and 
"just feeling good." 
Although not the best gui-
tarist in the business, Denver is 
no slouch with either the six or 
twelve-string guitar, and what 
he misses in guitar ability his 
back-up musicians have. On tour 
with Denver were his fiddle, 
banjo, and guitar playing friend, 
John Martin Sommers, Steve 
Through the cooperation of 
the University Players, Central Council 
presents 
The 13th Floor 
a:::. 
at the 
Central Council Coffeehouse 
Friday, April 30 
8:00 pm. 12:30 am. 
Univ'ersity 'Center-- lounge 
Entertainment will also be provided by 
Terry McCarthy, Tina Renard, Don Muckermann, 
Jerry Leyshock, Scotty Bee, Ron St~iner, Don Griese, 
S Ra~dy ,Allman. 
Weisberg , an expert at all 
guitars including dobr9 . and steel 
pedal , Dick Kniss on bass , 
formerly with Peter, Paul and 
Mary, and Hall Blaine on per-
cussIon. 
Denver displayed his talent as 
as a lyricist with several of his 
songs, especially in "Rocky 
Mountain High," still probably 
his best song, and "Lullabye," 
from his first album "Rhymes 
and Rea.sons," 
Most importantly, Denver dis-
plays in his concert that he is a 
singer with a quiet, easy style, a 
blessing in these days of banal 
rock music and trite lyrics. His 
vocal range exhibited in his 
rendition of "Calypso" was very 
wide and strong, and Denver' s 
musical style always caressed 
his audience, never attacked it. 
Another point in Denver's 
favor is his articulation, Even in 
the extremely poor acoustics of 
the Arena, Denver's words came 
out as clear as crystal, and just 
as fragile, 
By the ' close of the concert the 
audience had unconsciously 
slipped into an aura of nearness , 
the impresion of sitting in fronl 
of an open fire with old friends , 
laughing, singing : and just 
having a good time. That is the 
Del\ver magic. 
Conspicuously missing at the 
concert was the orchestra Den, 
ver has been using in recent 
recordings. By not having the 
orchestra , Denver's style was 
better put into focus, a folk style 
without embellishment, em-
phasizing the lyric much more, 
It is hoped that in future 
recordings Denver will return 
more often to the simplicity of 
last week's concert .. 
7hirteenth Floor' to appear 
" Thirteenth Floor, " th ~ 
UMSL improvisational comedy 
troupe, will give its first perfor= 
mance here Friday night at 8 pm 
in the University Center Lounge. 
A Central Council Coffee House 
will follow the performance. 
Members of the troupe are 
Dan Stratmann, Jeanne Gross-
man, Elaine Peer, John Hann, 
Gary Beckman, Kim Doyle, and 
director Ray Shea. 
The group is a branch of the 
University Players , and have 
been working together since the 
beginning of the semester. 
Included in the performance 
are "The Continuing Drama of 
Patty Hearstmann , Patty 
Hearstmann," and several bi-
centenntal ininutes by people 
hitherto untapped by the Shell 
Oil Company, A section of stop 
and change will also be a part of 
the program. 
JOURNALISTS ~EEDED 
Get experience as a member ot'the 
363d Public Information· Det-of the 
U.S. Army Reserve. We will pay you to 
learn a skill as a writer, . photographer, 
editor. 
CALL 263~2644 
I 
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IEarring' and I Journey' reveal road to stardom 
Bm WUSOB 
As far as we knew, the Dutcl 
rock band Golden Earring had 
not yet a.rrived in St. Louis and 
our planned interview with them 
was probably off. However, a 
trip to their riverfront hotel-just 
in case-did not seem to be too 
much of a sacrifice to make. 
The well known group was 
arriving in town for a concert 
appearance with Journery and 
Electric Light Orchestra. The 
gentleman at" the front desk, 
however, did not promise to be 
of much help, as we overheard 
him saying on the phone, "What 
orchestra?' , 
The first evidence of their 
arrival - less than four hours 
before they would be performing 
onstage at Kiel - came with the 
sight of a somehow foreign-look-
ing youn,g man in the gift shop. 
Golden Earring looked very 
much to be traveling incognito, 
but such was far from the case; 
they were merely as quiet off-
stage as they were flamboyant 
on, and tired from a hurried 
trip . . After a quick introduction, 
we accepted guitarist and song-
·;vriter George Kooymans'. sug-
gestiqn for SOJlle food , and pro-
:eeded to the coffee shop with 
him and drummer Cesar Zuid-
erwijk. 
One of the more interesting 
facets of our ensuing conver-
.. ation centered on the past 
listory of the band itself. Con-
,rary to what many American 
ecord buyers might believe, 
';olden Earring is not a newly-
formed group who have just 
broken onto the music scene 
vith the hit single' 'Radar Love" 
(an especially big hit in St. 
Louis, it would seem, judging 
from its almost incessant playing 
on AM radio). 
:'The group has been playing 
together for about 11 years -
ever since we got out of city 
school (Europe 's version of high 
school)," disclosed George . 
" We actually have twelve al-
bums, but many think of us as a 
new group because only our last 
three have been released in the 
U.S." 
Did it take them as long to 
become a top band in Europe as 
it did for them to become known 
overseas? No way. "Our very 
first single was a top ten 
record," George recalled. "The 
reason it took us so long to get 
over here is because there are 
already a lot of good bands here, 
and they are . not particularly 
waiting for bands from Holland. 
They are not usually happy to 
put money into something that 
they are not sure about. 
"We are definitely not 'top 
forty' group - we're progres-
sive - but a band needs a top 
single for recognition, and 
'Radar Love' gave it to us. 
Without it, we could not have 
achieved fast recognition in the 
states. It is hard to pick a single 
that will do something in top 
forty , but that is what is needed 
to start out big fast." 
It would be int.eresting to 
know to what extent American 
music influences European 
bands, but George would be the 
wrong songwriter to ask. "There 
is so much music that I could 
not, anu would not, say that I 
am influenced by this or that. 
Actually, rock is the same in 
Holland as in the U.S., except 
over there are certain areas 
where certain music sells better. 
Holland is the size of New York, 
so it is much more general. 
"It is a small world as well, 
because all the big acts in the 
states tour in Holland. Also, our 
records have always been re-
corded in English. It would be a 
waste of time not to." 
Out of his work, George favors 
his American-released albums, 
"Moontan," "Switch," and "To 
the Hilt." "The last album 
always seems to be my favor-
ite," he speculated. 
The discussion eventually dis-
closed a rather unusual example 
of American influence on the 
group - the origin of the name 
"Golden Earring." Of all places, 
it came from an old Peggy Lee 
song about gypsies. 
Liveq,ool-born Aynsley Dun-
bar, drummer for Journey, was 
lounging in the lobby conver-
sing with two young fans in 
standard KSHE T-shirts.AI-
though we soon found out that 
Journey had been on tour for 
two months ("from coast to 
coast and back again"), Aynsley 
was lively, friendly, and ready to 
talk about anything . 
"We've been .together for two 
years and this is our first major 
tOlfr. When we started out, the 
TAUMSAUK: 
WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS 
VASQUE HIKER' 
You'll be glad you've got a boot 
this good! (1.) PADDED COLLAR & ANKLE for com· 
fort. (2.) PADDED TONGUE closing for protection. 
(3.) FULL GRAIN ROUGHOUT LEATHER is duro 
able. (4.) GOODYEAR WELT with strong stitch· 
ing. (5.) VIBRAM"-' LUG SOLE AND HEEL for I 
support and traction. (6.) FULLY LEATHER 
LINED for inside comfort. 
This medium weight backpacking boot 
is designed for rugged terrain with 
backpacks of 25 pounds or more. For 
a professional fitting, stop in and 
see us. 
~~ 
~~biotJ 
"Missouri's Most Complete 
Outdoor Store" 
I5 N. Meramec 
Clayton, Mo. 
ph. 726-0656 
Hrs.-Mon;-Sat. 10-6 
Fri. untiIB.1JO pm 
ALSO IN: Columbia & Springfield, Mo. 
word got around and the five of 
us eventually accumulated to-
. gether. We have got two mem-
bers from Santana, one from 
Steve Miller, and me - I'm 
from about a million other 
bands. • 
"I hear we're getting played 
like mad on KSHE. Of course, 
that's FM. AM radio is going 
out of synch and turning towards 
news programs; it is going to go 
stereo. But then, FM will even-
tually go to a five-speaker sys-
tem for a 'feel for the band' 
effect. Of course, not many will 
be able to afford them and it 
won't happen until the 1980's. 
All the music will have to be 
remastered, too. 
"Columbia? It was on the 
itinerary twice last month and 
we missed it both time. One 
time it was Patti Smith and we 
sold more tickets than she did,: 
so we blew it out - she still: 
wanted to headline. Nobody 
wants to tour with us anymore. 
We' ll get there eventually, but: 
we want it to be the right bill 
when we do." 
"We've been to St. Louis 
three times before. One time at 
Concert South... that's closed 
down? Wond~r why! That was a 
freat place, but it was too far 
.out. Who wants to drive twenty 
minutes to a gig to get loaded 
when they have to drive twenty 
minutes back? 
"We'vr; got tomorrow off. 
Where is there to go in St. 
Louis, besides the arch? 1 did 
that last time; I'm surprised 
McDonald's hasn't made St. · 
Louis their home base, with an 
arch like that. Last time we were 
in town, however, we didn't 
know where to go for enter-
tainment." 
We suggested certain night 
spots, and then suggested that 
we throw them a party. "Yes, 
that's what we need-some par-
ties. They haven't even got a 
full swimming pool in this place. 
Let me know about the party." 
Dunbar soon left with the 
others in a black limousine. On 
our own way out we encountered ' 
Jeff lynne, leader of the head-
lining Electric Light Orchestra, 
who was much more interested 
in fIDding his way to the rooftop 
restaurant than in talking about 
himself. After setting him on the 
correct route, we went on our 
wav. 
It is unfortunate that we did 
not meet Aynsley Dunbar on the 
way into the restaurant rather 
than on the way out, for then we 
could have told George and 
Cesar a bit mor eabout their 
teammates'for the evening. 
. None of th~ bands showed any 
sIgns of fatigue that evening, 
but their interviewers did. We 
even failed to throw Dunbar a 
~a,rtY the next evening. 
IFamily Plot': a good diversion 
Steve Benz . 
Though it often appears con-
trived and is saturated with un-
believable coincidences, Alfred 
Hitchcock's "Family Plot" is a 
genuinely entertaining motion 
picture. 
The· screenplay, adapted from 
Victor Canning's novel, "The. 
Rainbird Mystery," concerns 
Blanche and Lumley, a fake 
medium and her taxi driver 
boyfriend who are offered a 
SI0,OOO reward by the eccentric 
widow Rainbird to recover an 
heir through telepathy. 
Also figuring into the plot are 
Adamson, a crooked jeweler, 
and Fran, his accomplice, who 
kidnap important officials in 
return for huge diamonds as 
ransom. That it is a small world 
becomes apparent when kidnap-
per Adamson and the missing 
heir turn out to be one and the 
same. 
Bruce Dern plays Lumley and 
Barbara Harris is Blanche. 
There is overacting to the hilt, 
as if every word were italicized 
and the facial expre'ssions are 
those of cOl)tortionists. Adamson 
is portrayed by William Devane, 
known to television vie"'~rs as 
John Kennedy in "The Missiles 
of October," and Karen Black is 
Fran . While performances by 
the four are mediocre at best, 
the constrained acting is well 
suited for the synthetic storyline. 
In contrast to Hitchcock's ear-
lier films, the only violence here 
is implied. Unlike "Psycho", 
there is no grotesque horror. 
"The Birds" had an aura of 
impending disaster and that, 
too, is missing from "Family 
Plot. " 
The major elements in this 
one are excitement (there is a 
thrilling chase sequence on a 
narrow mountain road) and the 
gimmickry of plot twist (at first 
we are led to believe the missing 
heir is dead; then we think he is 
a balding gas station attendant; 
lastly we discover Adamson is 
th heir). A comedy element 
similar to the spirit of "The 
Trouble With Harry," pervading 
the film and culminates in 
Blanche's broad wink at the 
audience in the final scene . 
This picture is not classic 
Hitchcock. Asked once about 
characteristic nature of Hitch-
cock film, he replied, " A Hitch-
cock picture is viewed vicari-
ously." Unfortunately, none of 
this one can be consumed vi-
cariously because it is so ob-
viously aritificial. The overdone 
acting and incredible "happen-
stances constantly remind us 
that this is only a movie. -
Nevertheless .. Family Plot" is 
guaranteed to hold the viewer's 
interest. In fact, it is best seen 
twice to catch the details missed 
the first time. 
It's good diversion on a Sun-
day afternoon. 
Makes new -eans 
as comforta Ie as 
old friends. 
Soft & Fade. The amazing 
new prewash for jeans ... 
and a flY thing that's denim. 
Absolutely fast. Absolutely 
safe. And absolutely more 
economical than buyin g 
your denims already done 
in. 
One application of Soft & 
Fade takes out the stiffness 
and makes new jeans super 
soft and easy to live with. 
Soft & Fade is guaranteed 
not to damage the denim 
fabric, and won 't reduce the 
life of the jeans like indus· 
trial washings can . One 
time through your washing 
machine and you can wear 
your jeans the same day. 
Fade them as much or as 
little as you like. 
CliMACO CORPORATION 
Gan ton . Ohio 44711 
, 
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BANDSTAND: Near the front of the Municipal Opera, the Frank PLANETARIUM: In Forest Park, the McDonneU's hyperbole rises In gende curves to represent the 
Nathan bandstand Is surrounded by a small lake. [Photo by Jeane Planetarium Is of concrete construction, and Its universe. [Photo by Jeane Vogel] • 
Vogel] • 
Park architecture: historic and romantic 
Mark Henderson 
In the life of city dwellers life 
rushes by so quickly that they 
lose the ability to relax and 
enjoy what is beautiful in their 
presence. 
Summer slows the lifestyle a 
bit and people come out to enjoy 
the green grass and warm sun. 
Long walks in the city and 
country parks are enjoyed by 
m ny, and beautiful things are 
more freely accepted. 
While walking down a path in 
particular parks, certain struc-
tures and landscaping leap to 
the eye. Although many , of these 
park highlights are easily recog-
nizable , the stories behind them 
are relatively unknown. 
Three of these parks. Forest 
Park, Lafayette Park, and Tower 
Grove Park all have different 
styles of architecture ranging 
from Victorian police stations to 
classical 'Greek and Roman , and 
each par 's architecture tells the 
story of its ' history ana its in-
volvement with the area. 
Lafayette Park 
Surrounded on four sides by 
Lafayette, Missouri , Park and 
Mississippi Avenues is thirty 
acres of land which were the 
social spot of the cit)'"during the 
late 1890' s. The area came to be 
known as Lafayette Square and 
the park bears the same gener-
al's name. 
In its hey-day the park was 
"somet4ing like a botanical gar-
dens. Concessions were sold in 
the park, and a small fee of 
aobut a penny a person was 
charged for admission," Gary 
Underwood. a volunteer staffmg 
the information center, said. 
In the late 1860's the park 
began to take on its present-
day appearance. Stephen Bar-
low 's Iron Mountain Railroad 
delivered over 202 carloads of 
gravel and 67 carloads of min-
eral blossoms for walkways at a 
savings of 54,700, charging a 
small 5300. • 
Landscape architect M.G . 
Kern took the flat common land 
used for grazing and built ter-
races and ornamental lakes , 
giving the park a romantic air. 
"The park looked more oriental 
ihan anything else." Underwood 
said. 
By 1896 as many as 15,000 
people frequented Lafayette park 
on a Sunday, and they flocked to 
the park on Wednesday after-
noon s to hear band concerts 
played at the bandstand com-
pleted in 1869. 
In the year 1896 a great tor-
nado ripped apart Lafayette Park 
and the surrounding area. All of 
the trees in the park were blown 
down, and houses in the square 
were badly damaged. The tor-
nado brought an end to the Vic-
torian elegance of the area. 
If you take a walk in Lafayette 
Park today ._~ou would first 
notice the ornamental iron fence 
bordering the park. The fence is 
a design of Francis Tunica, is 
five feet, three inches high , and 
completed in 1869. The firm of 
P.J . Pauly and Brothers con-
structed it at a cost of 550,000. 
Great gates of Glencoe marble 
on red freestone plinths were at 
the corners of the fence but now 
several of them are missing . 
"Many of the gates are still in 
existence at the Jewel Box," 
Underwood said. Ornamental 
gas lights once topped the gates , 
were destroyed by the tornado, 
and replaced with marble 
globes. 
Restoration of the fence is 
now being planned , with an 
estimated cost of 5400-5600,000, 
according to Underwood. 
Forest Park 
The story of Forest Park 
begins in ~he middle of contro-
versy. L~cated in swampland off 
King's Highway , the land's 
physical state and situation away 
from the public kept . its exist-
ence in question until 1875 when 
the 1,380 acre tract was pur-
chased by the city at a cost of 
5799,995. 
Forest Park' s role in the 1904 
World ' s Fair Exposition was 
both pivotal and well-known. At 
this, the greatest of all fairs , the 
ice cream cone and iced tea 
were invented, and the Boer 
War was fought daily at the fair . -
The park was filled with larg~ 
Fair is the bird cage at the St. 
Louis Zoo: At the time of its 
construction in 1904 it was the 
largest free flight cage in the 
world, and remains one of the 
largest today. Recently reno-
vated back to a walk through 
exhibit, the cage was a gift of 
the Smithsonian Institute. 
The iron-cage is 84 feet wide, 
227 feet long, and 50 feet high. 
Other architectural highlights 
of the zoo include the Spllnish 
stucco roofed buildings in the 
older section of the zoo built in 
the 1930's with friezes of the 
different animal classes on each 
of the buildings. The open 
lnimal pits, built in the thirties . 
",ere one of the first of their 
ARCHITECTURE 
As the last of the series of features on fine an medlums, the Current focuses on park architecture. 
Still remaining in the park 
after the tornado are the floor of 
the bandstand and the police 
station. 
The bandstand was of an 
oriental pagoda architecture, and 
destroyed fn 1896. Long range 
plans call for the reconstruction 
of the stand, but at the cost of 
560,000. 
In the year 1870 the Lafayette 
Park Police Station was com-
pleted to keep peace within the 
park. Of Victorian architecture, 
the station was renovated in 
1974, and presently serves as 
visitor's center. 
bespite the damage done by 
the tornado, Kern's architecture 
was so well known that in the 
midst of repair Lafayette Park 
won a special commendation for 
landscape architecture by a 
judging panel of the Louisiana 
Purchase Exposition. 
Once called " Grimsley's fol-
ly" for Thorton Grimsley, presi-
dent of the Board of Aldermen, 
recommended a park so far away 
from the people, Lafayette was 
the social center of St. Louis up 
until 1896, and is the oldest park 
west of the Mississippi. 
ornate buildings during the Fair, 
and the style of the exposition 
popularized classic architecture. 
The four most impressive build-
ings were the domed Festival 
Hall on the slopes of Art Hill , 
the Iighfed Hall of Electricity , 
the classical Liveral Arts Palace, 
and the Fine Arts Palace. 
Most· of the World 's Fair 
architecture either burned or 
was tom down. As a glowing 
example of what the Fair was 
like , however, the Fine Arts 
Palace remains, now the Art 
Museum sitting atop Art Hill. 
The museums's architecture is 
of high classicism, a building of 
Bedford stone in Roman design . 
The portico is graced with Cor-
inthian columns and is topped 
with statues reptesenting six 
great periods of art. Two bronze 
griffins by A. Phimster Proctor 
are at either end of the bass of 
the main pediment. 
Designed by Cass Gilbert, the 
building branches off from a 
vaulted . center hall to several 
different galleries_ on two floors. 
The cost of the building's con-
struction was 51 million. 
Also in Forest Park from the 
kind, and the bear pits were , 
"Specifically built to resemble te 
bluffs of the Mississippi. 
On Government Hill next ot 
the zoo i's the World 's Fair 
Pavilion, built near the spot the 
Missouri Building stood before it 
burned. The pavilion was a gift 
of the Exposition Company to 
the city. and was actually 
erected in 1908-9, after the fair 
closed. At the foot of the hill is 
the polychrome electric fountain • . 
a terraced limestone formation 
illuminated by colored lights at 
night. 
A cornerstone laid on May 1. 
1911 started the last of t he 
Fair's history. The Jefferson I 
Memorial stands at what once 
was the Fair's main entrance. Of 
modified classic design . and 
white Bedford stone, Isaac S. 
Taylor designed the building 
symbolizing the Louisiana Pur-
chase. the first monument in the 
nation in honor of Jefferson and 
housing the Missouri Historical 
Society. 
Two other structures of inter-
sest for architects have no con-
nection with the Fair, the Jewel 
TOWER GROVE: Part of Henry Shaw's estate, the 
park features man-made ruins and a fountain 
which provides water for the my pond. '£photo by 
Romondo Davis] , 
Box and Planetarium. The Jewel 
Box is a steel and glass con-
.servatory of modern setback de-
sign. It was built in 1936, as a 
part 'of Franklin Roosevelt 's 
Public Works Administration. 
Perhaps the most fascinating 
structure in Forest Park is th~ 
McDonnell 's Planetarium. 
Opened to the public on April 
16 . 1963 . it is a strikingly 
modern structure of sweeping 
curves forming a hyperbole in 
silhouette. symbolic of the vast 
reaches of the universe. 
Tower Grove Park 
By driving south on Kings-
highway from Forest Park one 
arrives at St. Louis ' oldest drive 
through the second largest park , 
Tower Grove. 
Tower Grove was part of 
Henry Shaw's re idence along 
with the Missouri Botanical Gar-
dens and he erected most of th~ 
structures in the park. Among 
them is a bandstand sun'ounded 
by marble busts of Mozart. 
Rossini, Wagner . Beethoven. 
Gounod, and Verdi. 
Although not ;, musician ' him-
self. -Shaw had some of the best 
bands in the area play in (he 
park. including th e Gillmore 
oand. Shaw often appeared at 
the concert in his Victorian and 
silk hat. 
Man-made gazebo pavilions 
and ruins with a fountain and 
pond add a touch of oriental and 
classical flavor to the park. The 
Tower Grove gazebos are very 
well known to those in St. Louis . 
Shaw hired George I. Barnett. 
an architect, to build these 
structures. Barnett supervised 
the building of three impressive 
entrances, one each off Grand . 
Kingshighway, and Magnolia . 
The north e ntrance cor.~ists of 
columns from the original ro-
tunda of the Old Courthouse. 
The eastern entrance is marked 
by massive granite pillars , sur- ' 
mounted by griffins. and two 
Norman towers indicate its 
western approach. 
The park's glory , however, 
lies in its landscaping. Many 
rare trees not seen anywhere 
else in the midwest are planted 
there for St. Louisans to see. 
These trees were grown in the 
Bo~anical Gardens' arbortoreum 
and transplanted. James Gurney 
landscaped the park, and was its 
first supervisor. 
In Conclusion 
Leaving the lush green for the 
rough reality of everday life, 
thanks should be given to those 
men who skillfully created a 
tract of land both useful for 
recreation and beautiful to the 
sight. These people were artists, 
for they bring to the average 
citizen an uplift of spirit as only 
art can. 
The perfectly placed pond that 
reflects the sunset or images of 
things aroung it is just as artistic 
as a painting of that scene. 
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Velten celebrates success, looks to future 
Paul Koenig 
The 1975-76 intramural season 
has come to a close. Activities 
have rang~d in popularity from 
an overwhelming success, touch 
foootball had 270 participants, to 
a humongous failure, the bike 
race played host to a mere two. 
However, the bike race was the 
exception rather than the rule 
with regard to participation. 
Jim Velten, director of UMSL 
intramural sports, is the man 
responsible for the success and 
popularity of these events. He 
made some closing comments 
Monday on the overall season 
and hinted at future ideas for 
Next fall's intramural lineup. 
"Overall I was pleased with 
the season in terms of turnout," 
• 
Velten said. Fall sports hosted 
1394 participants while 1478 
enjoyed the winter semester's 
offerings. However, only 115 of 
the persons competing were 
female. Velten added that he 
would like to get more women 
involved in his programs. 
" I'm interested in activites 
that wijl bring more women into 
• the fold. I see a definite need for 
more coed intramural events," 
said Velten. The popularity of 
coed Hoc Soc among students 
this semester attests to the 
successfullness of coed func-
tions . 
" UMSL is unique;" continued 
Velten "in that we are the only 
campus in the country, to my 
~nowledge that has coed hoc 
soc." 
What about another Bike race 
next year, Jim? 
" I still think there 's potential 
in the bike race," Velten re-
plied. "There are an awful lot of 
people riding bicycles today. At 
least three guys on campus 
couldn't compete in the event 
because they are affilijlted with 
a national bicycle association." 
The association forbids their 
members to participate in non-
sanctioned events. 
Velten noted that he was 
extremely pleased with the 
Superstars competition this year. 
Last year Velten and his staff 
had to estimate how average 
college males could be expected 
to perform in the ten scheduled 
events and then specify gradu-
ated point totals for various 
levels of performance. 
By using last years averages , 
we were able to more equitable 
standards for this year's compe-
tition," Velten said. 
This factor may have been the 
reason for the close race for the 
overall Superstars title this 
semester. Kevin Witte and Dave 
Doering had to share the crown 
as the both accumulated 570 
aggregate points. 
Without a doubt , Velten 
points to his cross country run 
as his most successful new event 
this year. What new ideas does 
out intramural director have in 
mind for next season? 
"I don 't see too many other 
places where we can expand 
to," he ~aid with regard to the 
limited playing areas. However, 
he pointed to one as-of-yet 
untapped source for intramural 
activities to be held ... the 
swimming pool. 
"I'd like to initiate more fun 
[continued on page 21] 
Money. It Wo~'t 
Buy Happiness. 
SPORTS But It Helps! What do you plan to do during Summer break? Why not make the most of it? Be an Adderton TOPLINE Temp and help yourself to a great ·change-of-pace. Not to mention a pocketful of extra spending money. Work full-time or parl-time; 
you decide. Interesting job assIgnments and a 
chance to meet new people. Line up your Summer 
break job to~ay. No fee; just a little office 
experience an you're hired. Immediate assign-
ments for TYPISTS, SECRETARIES, BOOK-
KEEPERS. Call now! Rivermen up record to 22-", 
set sights on tournaments 
BETTY 
ADDERTON® 
727-0081 
John Bau('Y 
On Wednesday, Harris Teach-
ers College paid a visit to UMSL 
and was taught a lesson by the 
baseball Rivermen, who won 
. oth games of the twin bill , 8 - 6 
lnd J - 1, leaving them with a 
~eason record of 22 - 11 . These 
·.vere the only games last wee~ 
because of the inclement weaU 
weather. 
Steve Bennett won the firs l 
game in relief, giving him a 2 -
I) record. and Brad Brown pit. 
. hed a strong game in the night 
. ap to registel his third win of 
' he year. John Kazanas dro\'e in 
hree runs in the first game with 
I bases-loaded double. Bobby 
~one and Larry Benoist each 
had three hits rl)r the day. 
Wednesday also marked the 
first time all year that Ron 
Tessler has been thrown out 
attempting to steal. Tessler has 
stolen JJ bases this year, 
smashlOg the old record of 16 
held by Bill Nauke. Tessler has 
the "green light" from Coael 
Jim Dix ad has a personal goal 
of 45 thefts for the year. Tessler 
is also leading the team with a 
.391 batting average and has the 
most home runs with 6. He is 
onl 'One shy of the school record 
he set last year. Tessler will 
graduate this spring leaving a 
big spot in the lineup to fill . 
Leaving the Rivermen along 
with Tessler will be pitchers Bob 
Downey and Ralph Dannegger, 
: atcher Bob Diering, and de- -
~ignated hitter John Kazanas. 
"I'm glad we're only losing 
tive, but these five men made 
up a big part of our team," said 
Dix. " Ralph and Ron are the 
.::o-captains and Ralph shows the 
I Jokies what hard work is." 
Although Dannegger has had 
' rm trouble all season he still 
.as a winning · record of 3 - 1. 
' ~ob Downey, a converted third 
laseman, also has a 3 - 1 
·ccord . "Bob hasn't pitched 
IDce h~gh school but I guess the 
layoff didn't hurt him. He is a 
line pitcher and I hate to see 
him go." said Dix. 
John Kazanas will be another 
• 
r ~ ()Uft" ~f?II,,~§ 
\. 
~()()clll()U§~ ~ 
.1-270 U Graham.Road 
Next to COCO'S EI RUBEN 
-
Wet T -shir~ night every Thurs. 
Rock Bands 
Thur. Apr. 29 
Salt 
Fri. Apr. '30 
& Pepper 
Sa Max Creek t. May 7 
Uncle Funk 
No cover cbar8e Mon-Tbura • 
. witb' valld atudent ID 
big loss. He is hitting .366 ano 
is tied with Bob Diering for the 
team lead in RBI's at 28. He is 
also only one double short of the 
school record of 11. 
TEMPORARY 
STAFFING 
Perhaps the biggest loss of all 
will be that of Bob Diering who 
is second on the team in home 
runs with 3, tied with Kazanas 
889 S. Brentwood 
Clayton. Mo . 63105 
[continued on page 21] 
This year, we will choose a select number 
of top college graduates for our Nuclear 
Power Program. And naturally, we want 
to give every qUellified man a fair chance 
of being considered. So, we urge you to 
Gd quickly. 
The first thing you should know about 
the Navy's Nuclear Power Program is 
that it probably the most comprehensive 
training available in the nuclear field. 
It is also the most rigorous. 
It's got to be. The majority of our 
country's nuclear reactors are operated 
by Navymen. And since we expect you to 
begin work as quickly as possible, it is an 
accelerated program. 
The hours are long. The course is 
difficult. 
wat's more, in order to qualify, you 
must have a solid bockground in 
engineering, math or physics. And have 
what it takes to be an officer in the U.S. 
Navy. 
You must also be a man with a unique 
sense of dedication. For, once you have 
completed our program, you could be in 
charge of the superviSion, operation and 
maintenance of a division of the reactor 
plant on one of our nuclear-
powered ships of submarines. 
You've studied and you've worked. 
Now make it all mean something. Find 
out more about the Navy's Nuclear Power 
Program from our Officer Programs 
Officer when he visits your campus. Or, 
call collect Lt. Chris Hauser, (314) 
26Pr2505. 
Explore the Nuclear Navy 
Spring intramurals close 
[continued from page 20] 
swi~ming events i~ the pOOl. 
I'm thinking in terms of an inner 
tube water polo league and 
water volleyball. I'm hoping 
sports such as these will get 
more girls involved in our pro-
gram. 
When asked if he planned any 
new pUblicity ideas to reach 
people who really don't know of 
the program, like the Tennessee 
Walker horse he had paraded 
through the campus 2 years ago 
or the scrawny, unkempt, athlete 
clad in the uniform of a "jock-of-
all-trades" who adorns each and 
every intramural poster, Velten 
answered a surprising no. With 
a bIg grin he added, " But I'll 
think of something." . 
• • • 
In the intramural tennis finals, 
Lin Chew beat Edwin Burgess 7 
- 6, 6 - 4 to grab the advanced 
players title. Norm Eaker got by 
John Kroll 6 - 3, 6 - 1 for the 
intermediate title. In the begin-
ner's bracket, Bob Hackel beat 
John Rybensky 6 - 4, 7 - 6. 
Judy Whitney, director of 
women's athletics, commented 
on the success of the intramural 
tennis matches. "There were 
some very good matches played, 
especially in the advanced sec-
tion. Overall, I was pleased with 
the way the tournament went." 
The Bruins of the White . 
League beat Frog Breath II tc? 
take the overall intramural hoc-
key title. The score in the hard 
fought match was 3 - 1. 
Last year's champ, N.S .B., 
repeated the unbeaten regular 
eason streak for the second 
year runnign as they posted a 5 
- 0 record before they hit the 
finals. The Northside Boys were 
eliminated in tne semi finals , 
.however. At one point in the 
season they held a remarkable 
streak ·of 7 halves without being 
, scored upon. One of Schroeder's 
Raiders put an end to N.S.B. 's 
monopoly on shutouts. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED 
Efficiency or one bedroom 
apartment for May through Au-
gust. Call 1-479-5596. 
LOST 
Light blue windbreaker with 
"YMCA of the Rockies", on 
Easter Sunday; Library. Call 
Bill , 837-3586. 
JOBS 
Camp Don Bosco, a summer 
resident coed camp, has summer 
positions available. If you're 
interested in kids and an enjoy- · 
able summer, call 296-8217 for a 
staff application. 
...... __ .... .... _____ .J. __ ....... __ .... _ ... _________ .. _____ .. 
$848 per month. LAST CHANCE 
before summer, come to rm. 155 
Student Center at 1 o'clock or 3 
on Friday, 4/ 30176 
PERSONALS 
'Anything for you, babe!' 
LEJ - Living in the sticks agrees 
with you . I hope Columbia will. 
Double dip - it costs a little 
more, but wasn't it worth it? 
T.J. - what do you think of 
when you gaze upon a beach? 
Cathy, if we're lucky, maybe 
next semester we'll be taking 
something interesting! I 
INVU4URAQTI! 
I've found many things more 
beautiful since sharing my life 
with you. 6-14-75 
One last time in print, I love 
you. Mark 
Paul, this year has been un-
describable (at least without 
using certain four letter words). 
Good luck in Columbia. RDR. 
Support the Dr. Pepper Defense 
League! I 
Two sprains are better than one 
- or so they say! 
Mary I love youl Nancy means 
nothing to me. - Gary. 
Nancy- the above classified is 
NOT mine ... -Gary Ross 
Julie- I'll bet yo thought I'd 
forget. Paul 
Congradulations - Mariann, 
Steve, and Debbie- it ran and we 
did a great job. Lucy 
Elaine-confidentially, he doesn't 
really. 
THANK GOD this is the last 
issue- GRH 
.. -.. , '\ 
UMSL Community!Vight at Busch Memorial Stadium 
Friday, May 14 7 pm 
CARDINALS VS. GIANTS 
Advanced reserved tickets now available through....M,!!y...1 
at the Information Desk in the U. Center or office of 
Alumni Activities, room 202 Administration Bldg,:. 
UMSL RECEPTION 
after the game at Stouffers: 
cash bar, free snacks 
sponsored by UMSL Alumni Association 
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PARDON ME. BUT I'M LOOKING FOR CHURCHILL DOWNS: 
Intramural Director Jim Velten used a Tennessee Walker horse to 
advertIse the Intramural program two years ago. He doesn't have 
any uDuSUai pubUcity campaigns scheduled for next year y(;i. [photo 
courtesy of Jim Velten] 
UMSL seeks playoff bid 
[continued from page 20 J 
for the RBI lead and has been 
around the .300 mark all year. 
He is also a fine defensive 
catcher and along with Marty 
Flores have only allowed 32 
stolen bases as compared with 
UMSL's 103. 
"If we don 't received a post-
season (NCAA Division II) play-
off bid I'll consider the whole 
season a waste. The committee 
makes its decision based on 
record and strength of schedule 
and I don 't think anybody has 
a stronger schedule tha n we 
have," said Dix. 
With the regionals in mind 
UMSL goes into the SIU-
Edwardsville Tournament that 
starts Friday at 10 am . Bob 
Downey will start against Wright 
st. Brad Brown will throw at I 
am on Saturday against Austi n 
Peay and Denny Olsen and Mark 
Lynn will pitch in the two game 
Sunday that begin a 
Olympic cycle trials scheduled 
The Century Road Club of 
America, Mi ssouri Region is 
promoting a Development Stage 
Race sponsored by the Olympic 
International Cycling Committee. 
The three stages or events , will 
be held Saturday and Sunday, 
May 1, 2. Me mbers of the 
United Stated Cycling Federa-
tion are eligible to enter. There 
is no charge for spectators. 
Stage one of the tryouts will 
begin at 7 am Saturday, May l 
on the Alton River Road . It will 
be a time trial covering 20 
kilometers (12 .5 miles). Stage 
two will also be held on Satur-
day at 1 pm ,in Tower Grove 
Park, Grand and Magnolia Sts. 
Stage two is a Criterium cover-
ing 80.5 kilometers (51 miles). 
Stage three will be run the next 
day, Sunday, May 2 starting at 
10 am in and around Hawk 
Point. Troy. Mi s souri. St age 
three is a 183 kilometers (1 14 
miles) Road Race . 
Prizes will be awarded tf the 
10 lowes t total accumulated 
times for all three events . Olyrk 
pic points will be awarded fu' 
each event for designating tyc· 
lists eligible for the Olympic 
Cycling Qualifications for th e . 
1976 Olym pic Games in Mon-
treal. 
The St. Louis Bicycle Racing 
Association is assisting the Cen· 
tury Road Club with the Olympic 
Stage Race which will be run 
under the rules of the United 
States Cycling Federation. Tht 
best amateur racing cycl ist 
trom through out the Midiest 
_are expected to enter. 
IS YOUR CAREER 
YOUR PROBLEM? 
Perhaps the Health 
Field is the Answer 
Explore · the alternative 
of non-degree certification. 
Contact: 
Missouri School for 
tors' Assistants and Technician 
10121 Manchester Road 
St. Louis, Ho., 63122 
(314) 821-7700 
NAME 
--------------------_______ ,AG~ ____ _ 
ADORESS ______________ 1PHONE ___ _____ _ 
/' 
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A NOTE TO THE FAITHFUL: I 
Don't be confused by the last v 
few panels. They have no~ing , 
to do with O'Reilly, and possibly A 
never will, but I figured that, as ,~ 
long as I ended all ~y ot~er _ 
episodes this year With cliff- tV 
hangers, I should not change my 
style at this late date . 0rn.ar, like 
lm!lny of you, is planrung on , 
'retuming.in September. • 
~w.... 'rI\"'~ 'f 
If) :::"_~~(~k"()~~ . 
Spring intramurals close 
[continued from page 20] 
swimming events i~ the pOOl. 
I'm thinking in terms of an inner 
tube water polo league and 
water volleyball. I'm hoping 
sports such as these will get 
more girls involved in our pro-
gram. 
When asked if he planned any 
new publicity ideas to reach 
people who really don't know of 
the program, like the Tennessee 
Walker horse he had paraded 
through the campus 2 years ago 
or the scrawny, unkempt, athlete 
clad in the uniform of a "jock-of-
all-trades" who adorns each and 
every intramural poster, Velten 
answered a surprising no. With 
a big grin he added, • 'But I'll 
think of something." . 
* * * 
In the intramural tennis finals, 
Lin Chew beat Edwin Burgess 7 
- 6, 6 - 4 to grab the advanced 
players title. Norm Eaker got by 
John Kroll 6 - 3, 6 - 1 for the 
intermediate title. In the begin-
ner 's bracket, Bob Hackel beat 
John Rybensky 6 - 4, 7 - 6. 
Judy Whitney, director of 
women's athletics, commented 
on the success of the intramural 
tennis matches . "There were 
some very good matches played, 
especially in the advanced sec-
tion. Overall , I was pleased with 
the way the tournament went. " 
The Bruins of the White . 
League beat Frog Breath II t<? 
take the overall intramural hoc-
key title. The score in the hard 
fought match was 3 - 1. 
Last year's champ, N.S.B., 
repeated the unbeaten regular 
eason streak for the second 
year runnign as they posted a 5 
- 0 record before they hit the 
finals. The Northside Boys were 
eliminated in the semi finals , 
.however. At one point in the 
season they held a remarkable 
streak ' of 7 halves without being 
. scored upon. One of Schroeder's 
Raiders put an end to N.S.B.'s 
monopoly on shutouts. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED 
Efficiency or one bedroom 
apartment for May through Au-
gust. Call 1-479-5596. 
LOST 
Light blue windbreaker with 
"YMCA of the Rockies", on 
Easter Sunday; library. Call 
Bill , 837-3586. 
JOBS 
Camp Don Bosco, a summer 
resident coed camp, has summer 
positions available. If you're 
interested in kids and an enjoy- ' 
able summer, call 296-8217 for a 
staff application. 
-_ .... -_ ............ _- ... -......... -_ ..... -- -_ ....... -_ ..... -_ .......... ... 
$848 per month. LAST CHANCE 
before summer, come to rm. 155 
Student Center at 1 o'clock or 3 
on Friday, 4/ 30176 
PERSONALS 
• Anything for you, babel' 
LEJ - Living in the sticks agrees 
with you. I hope Columbia will. 
Double dip - it costs a little 
more, but wasn't it worth it? 
T.J. - what do you think of 
when you gaze upon a beach? 
Cathy, if we're lucky, maybe 
next semester we'll be taking 
something interesting! I 
INVU4URAQT! ! 
I've found many things more 
beautiful since sharing my life 
with you. 6-14-75 
One last time in print, I love 
you. Mark 
Paul, this year has been un-
describable (at least without 
using certain four letter words). 
Good luck in Columbia. RDR. 
Support the Dr. Pepper Defense 
League!! 
Two sprains are better than one 
- or so they say! 
Mary I love youl Nancy means 
nothing to me. - Gary. 
Nancy- the above classified is 
NOT mine ... -Gary Ross 
Julie- I'll bet yo thought I'd 
forget. Paul 
Congradulations - Mariann , 
Steve, and Debbie- it ran and we 
did a great job. Lucy 
Elaine-confidentially, he doesn 't 
really. 
THANK GOD this is the last 
issue- GRH 
UMSL Community IVight at Busch Memorial Stadium 
Friday, May 14 7 pm 
CARDINALS VS. GIANTS 
Advanced reserved tickets now available throug!!....M.!!y..1. 
at the Information Desk in the U. Center or office of 
Alumni Activities, room 202 Administration Bldg,:, 
UMSL RECEPTION 
after the game at Stouffers: 
cash bar, free snacks 
sponsored by UMSL Alumni Association 
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PARDON ME. BUT I'M LOOKING FOR CHURCHILL DOWNS: 
Intramural Director Jim Velten used a Tennessee W &!ker horse to 
advertise the Intramural program two years ago. He doesn't have 
any unusual pubUcity campalgns scheduled for next year yet. [Photo 
courtesy of Jim Velten] 
UMSL seeks playoff bid 
[continued from page 20 J 
for the RBI lead and has been 
around [he .300 mark all year. 
He is also a fine defensive 
catcher and along with Marty 
Flores have only allowed 32 
stolen bases as compared with 
UMSL's 103. 
"If we don't received a post -
season (NCAA Division II) play-
off bid I'll consider the whole 
season a waste. The committee 
makes its decision based on 
record and strength of schedule 
and I don't think anybody has 
a stronger schedule than we 
have," said Dix. 
With the regionals in mind 
UMSL goes into the SIU -
Edwardsville T 0urnament that 
starts Friday at 10 am. Bob 
Downey will start against Wright 
st. Brad Brown will throw at I 
am on Saturday against Austi n 
Peay and Denny Olsen and Mark 
Lynn will pitch in the two games 
Sunda~' that begin a 
Olympic cycle trials scheduled 
The Century Road Club of 
America, Missouri Region is 
promoting a Development Stage 
Race sponsored by the Olympic 
International Cycling Committee. 
The three stages or events, will 
be held Saturday and Sunday, 
May I , 2. Me mbers of the 
United Stated Cycling Federa-
tion are eligible to enter. There 
is no charge for spectators. 
Stage one of the tryouts will 
begin at 7 am Saturday, Mayl 
on the Alton River Road . It will 
be a time trial covering 20 
kilometers (12 .5 miles). Stage 
two will also be held on Satur-
day at 1 pm ,in Tower Grove 
Park, Grand and Magnolia Sts. 
Stage two is a Criterium cover-
ing 80.5 kilometers (51 miles). 
Stage three will be run the next 
day , Sunday, May 2 starting at 
10 am in and around Hawk 
Point. Troy. Missouri . St:l g 
three is a 183 kilometers (1 14 
miles) Road Race. 
Prizes will be awarded t( the 
10 lowes t total accul11ubted 
times for all three event . Oly 
pic points will be awarded fo' 
each event for designating tye· 
Ii ts eligible for the Olympic 
Cycli ng Qualification s for th l' . 
1976 Olympic Games in Mon· 
trea l. 
The St. Louis Bicycle Racing 
Association is assisting the Cen· 
tury Road Club with the Olympic 
Stage Race which will be run 
under the rules of the United 
States Cycling Federation. Thl 
best amateur racing cyc1ist~ 
trom l:lrough out the Midi est 
_are expected to enter. 
IS YOUR CAREER 
YOUR PROBLEM? 
Perhaps the Health 
Field is the Answer 
Explore the alternative 
of non-degree certification. 
Contact: 
Missouri School for 
Doctors' Assistants and Technician 
10121 Manchester Road 
St. Louis, Mo., 63122 
(J 14) 821 - 7700 
NAME 
------------------__________ AG~ ____ _ 
ADOItESS _________________ PHONE _________ _ 
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